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method that should be used for its life cycle extension.  Such systems are termed legacy systems 
because they are approaching the end of their useful life, preventing them from maintaining their 
operational objective.  Legacy systems were examined because they are expensive to maintain, 
can pose environmental hazards, and can hinder an organization’s performance if not addressed 
adequately.  My study developed a model to identify characteristics of legacy systems and the 
methods that should be used to extend the life of a legacy system possessing those particular 
characteristics.  The model was evaluated by examining an example legacy system; a missile 
system in the defense industry; and noting the characteristics associated with it.  These 
characteristics were then used to compare the method the organization chose to extend the life of 
its system with the method of life extension our model suggested it use. The study used case 
study research and pattern matching to evaluate its results; which determined if the model 
correctly predicted the life extension method the organization should chose.  Theses results 
indicate the model can be used to suggest appropriate methods for life extension of legacy 
systems. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Problem 
Rapid technology growth has fueled business expansion and success. Ever changing 
standards, such as increases in speed or new improved materials have left in their wake an issue 
affecting commercial businesses to industries in the private sector, all struggling to stay afloat 
riding the technology wave.  These organizations are grappling with legacy systems; entities that 
are approaching obsolescence but have not already arrived at its doorstep (Johnson et al., 1967). 
It is important to understand that legacy systems may suffer from technical obsolescence, not 
functional obsolescence (Dilts, 2004).  A functionally obsolete system is a system that is no 
longer performing its required service and can be discarded because it is already obsolete.  A 
technically obsolete system is a system that is still operational but must incorporate new and 
better technologies if it is to continue performing as it has been and to avoid approaching 
obsolescence.  
 An example of a functionally obsolete system is the Commodore computer, built decades 
ago during the 1980’s (Reid, 1999).  Although it may still power up, it would not be compatible 
with the software applications and operating systems used today, rendering it obsolete. Changes 
in memory requirements, software application size, and other technological constraints make the 
Commodore unsuitable for any updates or additions of new technology.   
Because personal computers have enjoyed a decline in price from scales of economy since 
the 1980’s, it has been relatively easy to solve any issues the aging Commodore posed by 
replacing them with newer, more advanced computers.  However, not all systems can be thrown 
away and replaced with others so easily.  Technically obsolete systems can be upgraded so that 
they avoid becoming obsolete.  For example, a building constructed 100 years ago may have a 
heating and cooling system that does not perform efficiently as it is based on old techniques and 
may be suffering from physical degradation of materials.  The technically obsolete heating and 
cooling system could be replaced with a current HVAC system so that the building’s temperature 
control system would no longer be approaching obsolescence. 
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Legacy systems pose many problems for organizations as they can impede performance, are 
expensive to maintain and repair, or fail entirely causing irreparable damage to the company 
(Bennett, 1995) (Brooke and Ramage, 2001).  Organizations are becoming increasingly 
interested in extending the lives of legacy systems as it is usually more expensive and time 
consuming to replace the systems altogether (Madisetti, et al., 2000).  However, there is very 
little information available to help organizations decide how they should deal with the various 
issues surrounding legacy systems and how organizations should approach extending the life of 
their legacy systems.  Although there are various methods that can be used for life extension 
defined in literature; reverse engineering, reengineering, and design recovery are examples of 
these methods; there is very little information available that address which of the methods are 
appropriate to use for the life extension of different types of legacy systems (Bennett, et al., 
1999).   Many organizations are not aware of these methods, their characteristics, or how to 
apply them, and utilize informal processes they have adopted over time to extend the life of their 
legacy systems (Mahaffey, 2004) (Bennett, et al., 1999).  
This thesis explores the methods, or various strategies, that can be applied to provide life 
extension solutions for legacy system.  These methods include techniques such as disposing of 
the legacy system and creating a new system from scratch, outsourcing the tasks of the legacy 
system to another organization, or conducting steps to better understand the system so that 
appropriate modifications or technical insertions can be completed to help the system overcome 
its obsolescence. The thesis will also illustrate the lack of published information concerning the 
methods that can be used to mitigate systems’ obsolescence. Existing literature does not go into 
great depth explaining the advantages and disadvantages of the methods and when they should 
be applied.  Although formal definitions may exist for the different life extension techniques, 
literature does not illustrate which methods are best for legacy systems with particular 
characteristics.  For instance, the reverse engineering method may be more successfully applied 
to a legacy software system rather than a legacy hardware system.  It may be less time 
consuming, less expensive, and easier to gather knowledge about the software system using 
reverse engineering instead of using design recovery to examine the system.  The thesis will use 
literature and expert opinion to define the methods that can be used for life extension and their 
characteristics. 
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The thesis summarizes its research by developing a model; utilized to suggest techniques that 
can successfully be applied to extend the life of a legacy system with particular characteristics.  
The purpose of the model is to determine the appropriate method(s) that should be used for a 
system possessing particular characteristics.  The model compares the characteristics of a legacy 
system with the characteristics associated with the various techniques used for life extension.  
This provides a way for its users to pick the appropriate life extension method for their legacy 
system.  The model examines various traits associated with legacy systems; for instance whether 
they are complex, hardware or software based, how much documentation they have associated 
with them, and the amount of resources an organization is willing to devote to its life extension 
endeavor.  Based on these traits, the model can recommend which life extension method is better 
suited to successfully address the legacy systems’ issues.   
The model was developed using criteria gleaned from a systematic review of literature 
and interviews with systems engineering experts.  The systematic review was carried out through 
a series of iterations that allowed the researchers to comb through the literature and extract not 
only the various characteristics and traits describing legacy systems, but the methods that were 
mentioned repeatedly as tactics to extend the life of a system.  After the first iteration, when a list 
of methods and traits had been compiled, the subsequent iterations were conducted to verify 
which methods were appropriate to use for a system with particular characteristics.  The model 
was then constructed in a table format with the methods going across the top and the 
characteristics going down a column on the left.  The corresponding ‘method-characteristic’ 
boxes contained within the model for each characteristic/ method pair were filled in with a ‘yes’, 
‘no’, or ‘n/m’ for ‘not mentioned’ to indicate whether that particular method was appropriate for 
a system possessing that particular characteristic.  The method(s) with substantial ‘yes’s in its 
column could then be deemed appropriate to extend the life of that particular legacy system with 
its unique characteristics.   
The validity of the model was tested using feedback from interviews with decision 
makers currently involved with legacy system issues.  The interviews were conducted with 
personnel working on the electronic legacy system of a missile.  The research participants were 
interviewed about their legacy system.  The questions were developed from the list of 
characteristics derived from the literature review and contained within the life extension model.  
The discussions that took place during the interviews allowed the researchers to document what 
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characteristics the electronic legacy system had, in turn illustrating which methods were most 
appropriate to extend the life of the missile system.  Because the life extension methods 
determined by the model agreed with the life extension methods specified by the engineers 
during the interview process, the results show the model can be successfully used to predict 
which method(s) can be applied to extend the life of a system.  The model proves that 
information about individual legacy systems can be organized and utilized in a systematic 
procedure to determine how to extend the life of particular systems. 
 
Background and Rationale for Study 
A legacy system is a system approaching the end of its useful life, in danger of 
preventing a group from maintaining its operational objective.  Legacy systems may be 
“massive, long-term business investment[s]”, crucial to an organization (Bisbal et al., 1999).  
They must adapt to the shifting business and technological requirements of an organization to 
remain operationally ready (Madisetti, et al., 2000).  For example, if new government legislation 
mandates all cars must run on electricity by 2015, the useful life of an automobile may be cut 
short as this date approaches.  Because the car satisfies critical transportation needs, for instance 
servicing the commute for a job 40 miles away, an additional investment may be required to deal 
with the impending obsolescence of the car.  Some options include buying a new car, converting 
the current car so that it works with electricity, or utilizing public transportation.  Regardless, the 
driver must find a way to address the changing government requirements.   
Preventing a legacy system from failing or not performing as desired is a challenging 
task, being delegated to more decision makers as systems age (Alderson and Shah, 1999).  
Because these systems affect company revenue streams and fulfill critical needs, their 
obsolescence cannot be ignored without negatively impacting other organizational functions 
(Brooke and Ramage, 2001).  Researching the various methods utilized for life extension and 
how they can be applied to systems with particular problems will help system engineers and 
decision makers decide best how to approach system obsolescence and keep systems functioning 
for years more.  
Legacy systems are also important to research because they are often directly linked to a 
corporation’s core competency, performing key tasks the organization cannot do without.  A 
pizza parlor may be using an authentic wood-burning oven to bake pizza crust.  If the oven 
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should break or require service, the bakery will be unable to make pizza crusts, curtailing profit 
as their core product is halted.  If the oven becomes troublesome when the pizza parlor first 
opens for business, a solid base of customers whom are used to the ‘authentic’ taste of the pizza 
crust would be small and the repair or replacement of the oven would go unnoticed.  However, as 
time goes on, it becomes more difficult to halt systems actions for service without affecting the 
business adversely and risking an interruption of the organizations’ function.  The organization 
becomes more dependent on the legacy system as its importance to business functions grows, 
increasing the risks associated with interrupting the system for maintenance and service along 
with the risk of what will happen if legacy system issues are not addressed properly (Adolph, 
1996).  Back to the pizza parlor example above, if a new oven if bought in after the pizza parlor 
has built up a solid customer base, it may be unable to successfully duplicate the taste and texture 
of the authentic oven.  Customers may not come back as the pizza does not have the authentic 
taste they have grown accustomed to.   
It is important to study life extension of legacy systems because as a system ages it 
becomes host to all types of problems.  Budgetary constraints and functionary requirements for 
the system may rise, while the reliability of third party vendors and suppliers decreases (Adolph, 
1996).  New regulatory changes made by outside organizations may need to be applied to the 
system (Reinerstein, 1996).  Also, vendors may no longer supply the materials or parts needed to 
repair or maintain elements of the system (Solomon, 2000). Systems dealing with impending 
obsolescence must find a way to remain responsive and continue to provide valuable products 
and services to their users (Sage, 1999).   
Many companies try to postpone the decline of their systems into legacy territory by 
concentrating on maintenance and support of the system.  Maintenance is part of every system’s 
life cycle and many organizations assume that regular, scheduled maintenance is enough to keep 
a system going (Bisbal, 1999).  However, the techniques used to maintain a system have many 
concerns that drive the search for reliable, efficient life extension techniques. Continued 
maintenance and support may not be robust enough to add functionality or incorporate new 
methodologies successfully.  Constant modification and maintenance is thought to contribute to 
the degradation of the system (Bennett, et al., 1999).  As Adolph points out, “constant patching 
makes the system’s reliability questionable” (1996).  For instance, a car with a flat tire may have 
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the tire repaired once so that it is safe to drive on.  A car that is being driven with a tire that has 
been patched for a second time may not be as reliable. 
It also becomes increasingly difficult to find employees with the skills to maintain legacy 
systems as the system or the employees’ age advances (Adolph, 1996).  One reason may be the 
skills required to maintain the system are no longer taught or passed on, reducing the dwindling 
pool of people who do have the knowledge needed to perform what may or may not be highly 
specialized procedures.  Also, those that do know what was needed to upkeep a system may have 
retired or moved around in the organization so that there is no one immediately available who 
can service the system (Adolph, 1996) (Mahaffey, et al., 2000).  The employees who are left and 
have the skill set desired to work on an “older” system may be reluctant to volunteer for the job.  
Maintenance is often seen as a less desirable job function because people associate job 
advancement with staying abreast of new skills (Ahrens, et al., 1995). Development tasks, 
associated with learning the latest and greatest information about a system, tend to be rewarded 
more than maintenance careers, which few employees aspire to (Ahrens, et al., 1995).   The 
difficulty associated with finding someone to maintain a system has been a contributing factor in 
the search to define what other types of life extension techniques can be used for a particular 
legacy system.   
Another issue influencing the study of legacy systems is the costs associated with the life 
cycle extension of systems.  When determining if a system is becoming burdensome to an 
organization, “the total cost of a system over its intended life cycle” must be taken into account 
(Blanchard and Fabrycky, 1981). The maintenance and support of a legacy system can consume 
an enormous amount of its life cycle budget, particularly towards the end of the life cycle when 
the system is under increasing pressure to keep up with new technologies, upgrades, and 
replacement of components.  As you can see from Figure 1 below, many systems incur 
substantial changes in cost during two key phases of their life cycle; the first key phase is when 
the system is starting up and nearing its implementation and the second key phase is towards the 
end of the system’s life (Dilts, 2004).  The high cost during the start-up/implementation phase 
can be attributed to the gathering of materials, testing of the system, and actual implementation 
costs associated with getting the product up and running.  The high costs incurred as the system 
nears the end of it’s life are often attributed to the increased maintenance required to keep the 
system functioning and performing its needed tasks (Dilts, 2004). 
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Figure 1.  Estimate of costs incurred during life cycle of system (Dilts, 2004) 
 
Although some legacy systems do not have maintenance cost as the determining factor of 
their legacy status and take into account other issues such as physical degradation and age; recent 
estimates have concluded most companies spend from 70%-75% of a system’s total lifecycle 
costs on support measures designed to keep the system operational (Bloom 1990, CSTB Report 
cited in Ahrens, et al., 1995).  Extending the life of a system may help to curb these support 
measures and reduce the heavy increase in money spent on the system towards the end if its life 
as components are upgraded and repaired for further use.   
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Figure 2. Cost comparison of phases in system life cycle (Buede, 2000) 
 
As Figure 1 and Figure 2, above, show, one effective way to reduce life cycle cost is to 
reduce the maintenance cost tied to the system.  Figure 2 illustrates the relative costs of 
maintenance compared with other phases of the life cycle using a bar graph format.  Figure 2 
shows that the cost of maintaining a system is much greater than any of the costs associated with 
the development, design, implementation, and testing phases of a system’s life cycle. 
Maintenance costs are rising so much that the percentage of Fortune 1000 companies 
information systems’ budgets dedicated to maintenance has gone “from 40% in the early 1970’s 
to 90% in the early 1990’s” (Index Group Survey, 1990 cited in Ahrens, et al., 1995).  The cost 
of ensuring a system is in no danger of interfering with the organizations’ revenue stream and 
remains operational has begun to consume a substantial amount of total life cycle costs, both 
financial and time wise (Bennett, et al., 1999). Organizations are very interested in other 
techniques that could be used to treat legacy systems and decrease the maintenance costs 
associated with keeping them going.  “Management must be convinced that the organization is 
really going to achieve a significant benefit in reduced cost” to utilize a particular life extension 
method over another (Sneed, 1995).  The model hopes to identify those particular methods that 
may reduce maintenance costs for an organization.   
As discussed above, there are many reasons to research legacy systems.  The preceding 
paragraphs have briefly touched on some of these; including cost associated with supporting a 
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legacy system, system degradation, environmental factors, functionality and maintenance issues, 
and diminished manufacturing resources; to present a framework as to why these systems 
become issues of contention for an organization.  These varied issues illustrate how a company 
must evaluate many factors when deciding if and how they will extend the life of a system.  
Organizations want to ensure performance will not be affected negatively, money will not be 
wasted, and risks associated with change are reduced.  The model this thesis describes will aid in 
that decision process by providing a tool, currently not available, that can be used to determine 
which method is useful for addressing a legacy system with certain characteristics.  The model 
will compare the characteristics of legacy systems with the characteristics of the methods used 
for life extensions to determine which method can best be applied to treat a system approaching 
obsolescence.  The model addresses the gap in current literature pertaining to the selection of a 
life extension technique and the documentation of traits associated with legacy systems.   
 
Proposition 
The thesis proposes to develop a model that correctly identifies the life extension solution 
method for a legacy system possessing particular characteristics.  More specifically, the thesis 
examines if the example system chosen uses the life extension technique the developed model 
suggests to deal with its particular legacy system or if it utilizes another life extension technique.  
The model was validated using a case study approach, which is useful for studying problems in a 
real life setting.  If the case study shows that the legacy system team does not use the life 
extension technique recommended by the model to address legacy system issues; the model may 
be incomplete and have neglected certain issues associated with legacy systems, prompting 
reevaluation.   If the case study shows the model and the example legacy system team agree on a 
method, the model will be deemed a helpful tool to use when making life extension decisions. 
 
Outline of Thesis 
The first chapter includes the problem statement and background information explaining 
the basis for the problem.  This section illustrates some common problems legacy systems may 
cause for organizations and explains why it is important to investigate extending the life of 
legacy systems.  It also outlines the purpose of the research.  The second chapter in the thesis 
includes a literature review that will explain the underlying theories and concepts behind legacy 
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systems and life extension.  The literature review also examines the different solution methods, 
presented by both academia and business organizations, that will be evaluated as appropriate life 
extension techniques in the study.   
Next, chapter three explains how the life extension model was developed and how the 
model works. Chapter four focus on the methodology of the research.  Chapter five discusses the 
results and the reasoning behind supporting and non-supporting findings examined.  The study 
concludes with chapter six delineating the conclusions and important findings to take away from 
the case study.  This section also identifies further areas of research. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Literature Review Process 
A systematic review of literature was conducted to gather resources pertaining to legacy 
systems and life extension techniques (Magarey, 2001). Performing a systematic review ensures 
that a comprehensive, unbiased collection of resources describing legacy systems and their issues 
are collected (Berry and Beckman, n.d., paragraph 1).  Systematic reviews are an efficient way to 
structure and summarize research findings so that their appropriateness can be assessed and data 
inconsistencies explored (Magarey, 2001).  The process includes identifying key topic words, 
finding referred journals to explore, and then filtering the data from the gathered results.  This 
makes certain that multiple sources are used to construct conclusions.  
The first step in the literature review included identifying key words.  Characteristics, 
examples, and definitions associated with legacy systems, the life cycle of products, and the 
different methods used to extend the life of a system were investigated.  The literature review 
also researched information associated with building new systems, dealing with obsolete or 
broken parts, and the maintenance of legacy systems.  The key words and various life extension 
methods utilized in the research process are listed in Table 1.  These words used in the literature 
review helped to discover and develop the characteristics associated with legacy systems. The 
literature review also provided definitions, advantages, and disadvantages for the methods that 
could be used to treat legacy systems.   
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Table 1.  Summary of Key Words in Literature Review 
Key Words    
- Components Off the Shelf 
(COTS) 
- Design Recovery  
- Diminishing 
Manufacturing Sources 
and Material Shortages 
(DMSMS) 
- Expected Life 
- Functional Discovery 
- Legacy System 
- Life Cycle Costs 
- Life Extension  
- Life of Type Buy (LOT) 
- Migration 
- Obsolescence 
- Obsolescence 
Management Strategies 
(OMS) 
- Operational Effectiveness 
- Operational Readiness 
- Product Life Extension 
- Outsourcing 
- Redesign 
- Reengineering  
- Reverse Engineering 
- Wrapping 
 
 
The second step in the literature review was to identify appropriate journals to gather data 
from.  Sources from the past 40 years were collected, specifically from 1967 to the present.  This 
was accomplished by first determining what type of journals would have information pertaining 
to the key words outlined above.  An online search of various databases, search engines, and 
websites, was conducted utilizing the key words to give an idea of where to look for information.  
The search engines and databases used in the literature review are listed in Table 2.  There are 
government websites listed that were heavily researched to determine if they contained any 
pertinent legacy system information as the defense industry is extremely interested in the issues 
of life cycle extension for its products.  The literature review also included an investigation of 
government documents at the Vanderbilt Jean and Alexander Heard Library, a physical search of 
business and management journals at the Walker Management library, and an investigation of 
previous dissertations and theses at the Sarah Shannon Stevenson Science and Engineering 
Library.  IEEE, DOD, and INCOSE conference proceedings and papers were also utilized for 
research purposes to fill in the gaps left by the lack of information in academic and refereed 
journals.   
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Table 2.  Summary of Databases and Search Engines in Literature Review 
Databases and Search Engines  
- Association for Computing 
Machinery (ACM) 
- Declassifies Documents 
Reference System (DDRS) 
- Department of Defense 
(DOD) 
- Government Printing Office 
(GPO) 
- IEEE Xplore 
- International Council On 
Systems Engineering 
(INCOSE) 
- InfoTrac 
- Journal Citation Reports 
Web-Science and Social 
Sciences Editions (JCR) 
- Journal of Systems and 
Software 
- Lexis Nexis Academic 
- Public Affairs Information 
Service (PAIS) 
- Pro Quest -Science Direct 
- ProQuest - Digital 
Dissertations 
- Scholarly Journal Archive 
(JSTOR) 
- Web Of Knowledge 
- Web of Science 
- Wiley Interscience 
 
 
 
The initial cursory literature review yielded over 94,000 returns.  This number came from 
all the various search engines and databases used.  The results were first filtered by inspecting 
titles and summaries provided by the search engine.  This allowed the articles to be quickly 
narrowed down to a few key results that could quickly be inspected during each search attempt 
so that papers with highly specialized technical subject matter could be discarded.  For instance, 
a paper on the mathematical computations associated with the engine of a legacy system would 
not answer the thesis’s general concerns about characteristics and traits of legacy systems. 
Skimming the summaries and abstracts of publications also served as a way to filter the articles 
and provided a way to quickly assess whether an article was going to be appropriate for the 
thesis. These results were then filtered by publication.  If the article had not been published in a 
refereed journal, or a website or book that system engineers would be apt to explore, the article 
was not studied.   
Once the titles and abstracts had been reviewed and the source of the article had been 
deemed appropriate, the articles themselves were skimmed for content.  Some articles only 
mentioned legacy systems in passing; for example some articles labeled their systems as legacy 
systems but did not discuss why they were defined that way or what were the characteristics 
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associated with their “legacy” systems.  Many articles dealt with only legacy information 
systems or legacy computer systems and did not address other types of legacy systems, 
constraining the types of characteristics that could be derived from the example systems.  For 
example, researchers had to identify systems that were not traditionally labeled legacy systems 
such as aging HVAC or sewer systems, and research articles pertaining to these systems to 
uncover characteristics associated with them.  Researching these different systems highlighted 
diverse issues such as physical degradation or erosion of parts that software systems would not 
necessarily be affected by.  Also, some articles presented limited views of the methods used for 
life extension and did not include formal definitions or adequate descriptions of life extension 
techniques to be of use for development of the model.  An example of this would be an article 
that said its software system was upgraded by using design recovery, but did not include the 
techniques or descriptions associated with the process, simply stating that design recovery is a 
form of reengineering. 
After many months of identifying and reviewing potential articles, the final count of 
useful sources of information ended up being 60; 17 on legacy systems and the rest devoted to 
the various methods used to address life extension strategies.  Figure 3 outlines the breakdown of 
these sources cited. Table 3 summarizes the types of data contained within each cited source, for 
example, which sources were based on opinions, case studies, survey data, or simply 
summarized the results of current literature.  The data is summarized by key topics, for instance 
how many reverse engineering articles were based on opinion or case study data.   
The most popular methods mentioned in the literature review were maintaining the 
system, reverse engineering, and reengineering.  There were 25 papers out of the final 60 used as 
research material that discussed reengineering. Twenty papers from the 60-article tally examined 
reverse engineering while 26 looked at maintaining a system to extend its life.  Building a new 
system was the subject of 17 articles, using spare parts was mentioned in 11 articles, and design 
recovery in 11 articles.  Migration was discussed in six papers, wrapping five times, and 
outsourcing three times. The idea of ignoring the problem was discussed in four articles.  
Functional discovery was also examined twice.   
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Figure 3. Summary of Cited Sources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•94,000 initial hits on 
key words 
–93,940 of hits were 
inappropriate for research 
•Article content 
•Where published 
•60 sources cited in thesis* 
–26 on maintenance of legacy systems (1981- 2002)
–25 on reengineering (1990 - 2002) 
–20 on reverse engineering (1985 - 2002) 
–17 on building a new system (1989 – 2004) 
–17 on legacy system (1995 – 2001) 
–11 on design recovery (1989 – 2001) 
–11 on spare parts (1995 – 2002) 
–10 on life cycle of systems (1967 – 2000) 
–6 on migration (1992 – 2002) 
–5 on wrapping (1999 – 2002) 
–4 on ignore problem (1995 – 1999) 
–3 on outsourcing (1998 – 2001) 
–2 on functional discovery (2000 – 2004) 
 
* Totals more than 60 due to duality of key concepts 
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Table 3.  Summary of Type of Data Cited 
 Survey 
Data 
Case Study Review Of Available 
Literature 
Opinion 
Totals Cited 12 42 41 134 
Maintenance 2 7 7 22 
Reengineering 2 7 6 22 
Reverse Eng 2 5 4 18 
Building New 
System 
1 3 3 12 
Legacy System 1 7 3 14 
Design 
Recovery 
1 3 4 10 
Spare Parts 1 3 1 9 
Life Cycle of 
System 
1 3 4 9 
Migration - 2 1 5 
Wrapping 1 1 3 5 
Ignore 
Problem 
- - 2 3 
Outsourcing - - 3 3 
Functional 
Discovery 
- 1 - 2 
* Type totals will not match cited source totals in Figure 3 due to duality of types 
 
 
Articles that included definitions of legacy systems and their life extension methods and 
did not mention the terms in passing were included in the bibliography.  Also, articles that 
provided clear-cut examples of legacy systems and how to address their issues were filtered and 
kept as potential sources.  The articles from respected journals, conference proceedings, and 
newspapers were also filtered and kept as works to cite.  The journals that repeatedly came up 
during the literature review are listed in Table 3 and included IEEE publications such as IEEE 
Software and IEEE Computer with 22 articles being used to build the thesis and the Journal of 
Systems and Software with three articles. The Journal of the Association for Computing 
Machinery (1), the Journal of Operations Management (1), and Systems Engineering (1) were 
also refereed journals that contributed articles to the thesis research.  Information was also taken 
from textbooks on systems engineering and life cycle analysis. 
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Table 4.  Summary of Refereed Sources in Literature Review 
Refereed Sources   
- IEEE Computer  
- IEEE Software  
  
- Journal of Operations 
Management  
- Journal of Systems and 
Software  
 
- Journal of the Association 
for Computing Machinery  
- Systems Engineering 
 
 
Legacy System 
As indicated in the introduction, the model developed will examine the characteristics of 
legacy systems and the different types of methods that can be used to extend the life of systems 
possessing those specific characteristics.  To separate these characteristics for classification, it is 
first important to define what a legacy system is. However, before one can gain complete 
comprehension of a legacy system, the concept and theories behind actual systems must be 
understood.  A system includes a collection of different things, related to create a result greater 
than what its parts separately could produce (Rechtin, 1992).  An open set of complementary, 
interacting parts, systems cannot be operated in isolation and must comply with outside 
restrictions placed upon them (Hitchins, 1998).  It is important to remember that all systems are 
part of a larger system while at the same time having subsystems of their own.  Legacy systems 
include all these traits, but are of particular interest to organizations and academia as they are 
being examined to address obsolescence issues (Madisetti, 2000) (Mahaffey, et al., 2000).  
Obsolescence refers to the idea that a system may gradually become less useful to an 
organization as its time in service and advances in technology affect it.  Obsolescence can also 
describe a system that is not performing as needed to meet an organization’s needs. 
Although industry professionals have an intuitive understanding of the term ‘legacy system’, 
it is difficult to pinpoint an exact definition that everyone agrees on. The literature seems to 
concur with the observation that there is “little consensus as to what exactly a legacy system is” 
(Alderson and Shah, 1999) (Gold, 1998).  However, with more companies facing shrinking 
budgets that can no longer cover the maintenance and planned replacement of systems 
approaching obsolescence, legacy systems and the definitions and characteristics associated with 
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them are becoming of particular interest to many organizations.  Their defined characteristics 
could aid in pinpointing appropriate life extension techniques to address aging systems.   
The thesis will define a legacy system as a bequeathed system approaching obsolescence or 
already at its doorstep.  It is a system whose surrounding environment is changing, helping to 
contribute to the erosion of the system and making the system no longer able to satisfy core 
business requirements (Brooke and Ramage, 2001).  It is important to remember the definition of 
a legacy system includes all types of systems; software, hardware, electrical systems, and 
business processes; and does not concentrate on outlining the traits of only one type of system.  
Literature illustrates there is an abundance of documentation examining the characteristics of 
legacy software systems but not legacy systems in general.  This supports the conclusion that a 
broad definition, like the one developed in this thesis taking into account the traits of all systems, 
must be researched and offered (Gold, 1998).  The model developed includes all types of 
characteristics that can be applied to any type of system; supporting the thought that one must 
look beyond only software to comprehend why all types of legacy system can pose a problem for 
businesses.   
The definition of a legacy system takes into account both the engineering and business 
practices that could be affected by the maturity of a system. A concept that is easier understood 
by example than formal terms, legacy systems have been described as “vital to an organization 
but that ‘they’ [the organization] do not know how to cope with”, cope referring to the fact that 
there is no easy way to deal with the systems reduced capabilities and inability to conform to 
new technologies (Bennett, 1995).  The automobile is a simple example that can be used to 
illustrate this concept and the characteristics associated with legacy systems.  The automobile has 
become vital to Americans in the last few decades, especially as populations spread out to enjoy 
suburban lifestyles far from metropolis.  However, many jobs remained in the city so the 
automobile has remained a necessary transportation device for many who need it to commute to 
work each day and remain mobile in the extensive sprawl of suburbia.  Although a driver’s 
automobile may be performing perfectly fine today, each year that passes by contributes to its 
march down the road of obsolescence.  Maintenance responsibilities may increase as the 
automobile ages and requires components to be replaced.  The automobile may suffer from 
physical degradation as it battles corrosion from environmental factors and moving parts 
constantly in motion.  Parts needed may not be available anymore as suppliers have stopped 
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manufacturing them and are concentrating on newer models.    New technological advances, 
such as engines that use different types of fuel, may be implemented and require adaptations to 
be made to the current automobile.  If the driver wishes to continue using his current mode of 
transportation, he must face a decision common to many project managers who wish to continue 
using a particular system; does he continue to maintain the car by having these parts replaced and 
repaired, ignore the problem and drive the car into the ground risking leaving himself stranded 
with no form of transportation, or buy a new car.  These are just some examples of the methods 
the thesis will discuss to address treating legacy systems and their life extension issues. 
It is important to note impending obsolescence does not always mean the system is no longer 
working or not performing at the level it was originally designed for. Outside technological 
demands could be placed upon the system so that even though the system is still working as it 
was originally designed to, it is no longer compatible with other systems it interacts with (Liu, et 
al., 1998). Integration with other systems may be hampered by legacy systems whose interfaces 
need updating or replacing (Bisbal, et al., 1999).  An automobile for instance may be required to 
utilize hydrogen energy in the future.  Even though the current fleet of automobiles may still be 
working at that time, outside technological requirements will render them obsolete as gasoline 
stations become few and far in between.  This problem was also seen when cars began to run on 
unleaded fuel instead of lead gas (Dilts, 2004).  Although the lead based automobiles were 
running as required, as more and more gas stations began to stop carrying lead gas, automobile 
owners had to decide how they would deal with the switch of fuel types if they wanted to keep 
driving.  Many bought new cars that ran on unleaded gas because they had to deal with the 
outside demands beyond their control being placed upon them. 
As illustrated in the previous example, legacy systems are problematic to deal with because 
there is no right or wrong way to address their resistance to change and costly maintenance 
requirements. This has been a problem for many organizations over the years; particularly within 
defense and military organizations who have always had to extend the life of their extremely 
complex and costly systems which must always be operationally ready and handle frequent 
technology insertions (Mahaffey, et al., 2000).  For example, the B-52, a U.S. military aircraft, 
has been in service for over 50 years (Boeing, 2002). The aircraft has had to handle numerous 
technological insertions to satisfy the changing requirements of the military and the world 
around it.  For instance, originally designed to carry conventional weapons, it had to be modified 
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to carry nuclear weapons once they were added to the U.S. military’s arsenal.  Changing avionics 
systems, communication standards, and stringent environmental factors have also prompted 
changes that had to be made to the aging aircraft.  Although it has undergone many 
modifications and technological insertions, it has always remained ready to serve and fulfilled it 
mission critical duties for the military at a moments notice.  This can be attributed to the time 
and effort expended to thoroughly inspect the system, continue with routine maintenance, and 
implement changes with carefully planned stages and attentiveness. 
Another factor influencing the study of legacy systems is the maturation in the structural, 
physical, or technology requirements of these systems.  Systems that have been around for some 
time may suffer physical or structural degradation that cannot be easily repaired.  As previously 
mentioned, any system that undergoes constant maintenance is subject to system degradation, 
leaving “older” systems, whose age may be defined by time or usage level, with perhaps a 
greater incidence to degradation (Chockie, 1992).  Components and materials may no longer be 
available to repair physical problems.   Also, the skill set needed to address legacy system issues 
may have left with retiring employees.  The age of a system may also help to explain why there 
is very little documentation associated with legacy systems and their components, if there is any 
pertinent documentation at all (Rekoff, 1985).  It is difficult to learn about a system and evaluate 
the best method that can be used to extend it life if documentation has been misplaced, not 
updated, or destroyed; leaving current system users clueless about maintenance or operational 
information needed to deal with system obsolescence.  For instance, many automobile owners do 
not document or keep vehicle service records, allowing them to rely on the dealer or mechanic to 
notify them of scheduled maintenance needed to keep the automobile operational.  If special 
parts were ordered for the car and the owner moves, he might not be aware of previous changes 
that were made to his vehicle when he goes in for service in his new location to keep the car 
from becoming obsolete.   
 
Life Cycle of a Legacy System 
A system can become a legacy system while in any of the different life cycle phases, 
including introduction, growth, maturity, decline, phase-out, and obsolescence (Figure 4).  The 
introduction stage signifies the beginning of the life cycle and is marked by high production and 
design costs, low usage, and frequent modifications to the system (Solomon, et al., 2000).  The 
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Hummer SUV for example was very expensive and designed for military use only during this 
stage of its life, undergoing frequent modifications to fulfill mission needs. A system could also 
be classified as a legacy system in this stage if it has a long design time and has not been 
introduced yet, meaning new requirements of functionality may be required of it as it is being 
introduced (Madisetti, et al., 2000).  The next stage is the growth stage, which takes place when 
the product has been accepted into the mainstream market.  It is here that economies of scale are 
improved allowing usage to increase and the cost of keeping up the system to decline (Solomon, 
et al., 2000).  The Hummer is now in this stage, as it is being sold through commercial 
automobile dealers and the price and functional requirements have been reduced to fit 
mainstream needs.  The maturity stage lasts for the longest amount of time, as shown on the life 
cycle curve below.  It signifies that the product has sustained heavy use and is probably being 
offered at its lowest cost (Solomon, et al., 2000).  Some automobiles make this stage as the 
ubiquitous Honda Civic has, and some have not, as classic Corvette owners could attest to. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Life Cycle of System  (Solomon, et al., 2000) 
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The decline stage is marked by increased maintenance and part replacement, a sure sign of 
impending obsolescence (Solomon, et al., 2000).  Many owners of older vehicle find themselves 
with an automobile in this stage as they try to preserve its functionality.  If no method is chosen 
to address obsolete components and surging maintenance responsibilities, the system will enter 
the phase-out stage followed by the obsolescence phase.  The phase-out stage describes a system 
that may not be used as much as it previously had been because it is requiring frequent 
maintenance and declining support by manufacturers and third party vendors (Solomon, et al., 
2000).  The obsolescence stage signals the system is no longer receiving manufacturer support 
and the technology responsible for the system is no longer being implemented in the same form 
and fashion (Solomon, et al., 2000).  A model –T ford, the first mass produced car, would now 
be in the obsolete stage as cars have made great strides in technology and no longer use the same 
technology as the model-T.  Once the system reaches the obsolescence stage, a final decision 
must be made to extend its life or ignore it.   
Solomon’s model incorrectly assumes a system can only approach obsolescence during the 
phase-out and obsolescence stage of the life cycle.  Legacy systems can be deemed obsolete 
before they enter these final stages due to the long design and testing phases associated with their 
complexity (Madisetti, et al., 2000).  Because of the advances in technology or changes in 
materials that can spur a system’s march to obsolescence during any phase of the life cycle,  life 
extension can be performed concurrently with any phase of system development to ward off a 
speedy demise towards obsolescence (Solomon, et al., 2000).  The life extension model 
developed by the researchers examines actions taken to keep the system performing at the levels 
needed to be viable to the organization during any phase of the life cycle because the literature 
review has shown there has been little research as to how to actually extend a product’s life and 
how to determine when a system is slated for extension (Reinersten, 1996).  
The previous sections have defined what a legacy system is and explained the characteristics 
associated with these systems.  The life cycle of a system has also been defined along with the 
various phases a system can pass through during its life cycle.  The idea that a system can 
approach obsolescence and become a legacy system during any phase of the life cycle has also 
been presented, challenging conventional thought that system designers must only begin to treat 
aging systems when they near the end of their life cycle (Madisetti, et al., 2000).  The next 
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section in this chapter will specify the different methods that can be used to extend the lives of 
legacy systems before they reach obsolescence.  
 
Methods 
  Many strategies have been identified that can be used as a form of life extension and aid in 
keeping a system viable to its organization.  However, the literature review has not yielded a 
clear delineation as to when one method should be favored over the other. This section of the 
paper will define and discuss the basic characteristics of the following methods; reengineering, 
building a new system, design recovery, wrapping, ignoring the problem, and functional 
discovery.  An example illustrating how each method has been applied will be included.  The 
advantages and disadvantages of each method will also be reviewed.  A summary of these 
methods and the examples associated with them are included in Appendix A.  The 
characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of the other methods are discussed in my 
colleague’s 2004 thesis on life extension techniques for legacy systems.  
 
Reengineering 
The most frequently mentioned life extension methods, reengineering and reverse 
engineering, are sometimes used interchangeably but there are important differences to note 
between the two. Reengineering is the “examination and alteration of a subject system to 
reconstitute it in a new form and the subsequent implementation of the new form” (Chikofsky 
and Cross, 1990).  This definition presents a distinct difference from reverse engineering, which 
is defined as deciphering designs from finished products (Chikofsky and Cross, 1990).  Reverse 
engineering does not include the completion of the new form or system as reengineering does, 
but strives to increase the understanding of a system by reexamining it to learn where changes 
and improvements can be made.  Reengineering is a complete process that may include both 
reverse engineering and forward engineering techniques to produce a redeveloped system that 
has been reworked to account for the evolving needs of its user (Sage, 1995) (Ahrens, et al., 
1995).  This thesis defines forward engineering as the process of converting abstract ideas and 
designs into physical representations, or implemented systems. 
The reengineering method is characterized by an investigation of a system that exists and 
is functioning.  This investigation increases the understanding of the legacy system so that 
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learning can be applied to improve or enhance the final version of the system.  The investigation 
can be carried out by studying documentation, interviewing current and retired engineers, and by 
examining the system itself.  The system improvements may include the addition of new 
functionality or any other modifications that are made to the system (Manzella, 1992) (Chikofsy 
and Cross, 1990).  This new functionality may help the system to perform its duties more 
efficiently or to meet new standards required for the legacy system to function in its current 
business role.   
One example of reengineering can be found in the renovation of the Pentagon, a project 
authorized by Congress in 1993 (Hunkele III, et. al, 2001).  One major aspect of the renovation 
was reengineering the H&RP system, or heating and refrigeration plants of the pentagon, which 
lend credence to the observations that the Pentagon “was imperiled by its own obsolescence” 
(Hunkele III, et. al, 2001).  The original H&RP system had long since ceased to be able to 
perform its original intention of cooling the massive maze of computer systems through out the 
structure without aid.  For many years, trucks with mobile H&RP units were bought in to 
supplement the aging cooling system’s abilities at a cost of $200,000 a month (Hunkele III, et. al, 
2001).  Without the tucks, the computer systems could overheat easily and be forced to shut 
down.  The H&RP system was reengineered and not replaced with a new system for one main 
reason, replacing the system would have taxed the limited budget available for the project.  
Reengineering allowed the engineers to study the original system and make changes that were 
compatible with the steam and chilled water implementation followed in the initial system.  New, 
energy efficient chillers and boilers were added to the plant to help the H&RP system keep up 
with increasing energy demands.  Reengineering also helped the engineers to see where they 
reduce the fuel needed for the plant by showing them where to incorporate new technologies that 
aided in heat transfer, cutting energy costs.  Because the original system and its functionality 
were preserved and only enhanced with the addition of new components, this project supports 
the definition of reengineering.      
In reengineering, the main purpose of the system should not be altered and it should 
perform the same task it was originally designed for once the reengineering process has been 
completed.  Because the original objective of a reengineered system must be preserved, there are 
those who do not agree new functionality should be added to a legacy system.  Some argue that 
the initial reengineering process does not include “functional adaptations and enhancements” 
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because the original functionality of the system must be preserved (Sneed, 1995).  It is thought 
that there is no way to ensure the newly reengineered system has successfully retained its 
original purpose if there have been functionality changes made to the system.  If any changes are 
required they can be done in a “follow-up project”, after it has been proven that the original 
functionality of the system was preserved (Sneed, 1995).  However, the majority of other 
literature disagrees and defines reengineering as a “complete process” that allows for change to 
be made to the original legacy system (Chikofsky and Cross II, 1990) (Adolph, et al., 1996).  
Without additional functionality and new modifications being added to a system, many argue 
successful reengineering could not take place as the method is utilized to improve or enhance a 
system from its previous state (Sage, 1995) (Manzella and Mutafelija, 1992). The thesis will 
characterize reengineering as a process that incorporates the addition of functionality and 
welcomes modifications to the system.  As an example, the legacy database of a transit railway 
software system required the user to find all conditions and manually update them whenever a 
chance needed to be made to a particular condition (Adolph, 1996).  The reengineering process 
added new functionality to the software so that it automatically updated any changes made to the 
conditions within the software, saving the user maintenance time as they could change the 
condition in one location and be reassured it had successfully been altered anywhere else the 
condition had been mentioned. 
There are several advantages to using reengineering as a means to address legacy system 
issues.  First, the process of examining and capturing information about the system increases the 
system engineers understanding of the system, allowing the engineer to make optimal decisions 
concerning what changes should be made and where they should be performed (Sage, 1995).  
Second, reengineering allows an organization to incorporate new requirements and make updates 
without scrapping the entire system because of the modifications and functionality changes that 
can be made to the system (Manzella and Mutafelija, 1992).  It allows the knowledge and 
expertise contained within the system to be preserved; reducing the risks associated with 
constructing a system from scratch.  The use of the original system also keeps system 
development costs low and reduces the time needed to develop requirements for the system.  
Because there is no need to rebuild an entirely new system from the ground up, designers can 
focus on extending the life of the system and solving current problems with the system instead of 
creating new issues for themselves that come with the construction of a new entity (Adolph, 
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1996).  For example, civil engineers preferred to reengineer the H&RP system rather than spend 
considerable money and time designing a new system that had to be compatible with the original 
infrastructure of the Pentagon itself.  They did not have to determine if there was a new way to 
implement a H&RP system and how to make it work with other energy systems within the 
Pentagon by reengineering the initial system. 
 Reengineering is not always the right choice for those addressing life extension issues.  If 
an organization does not have a system available to study and examine, they can be at a 
disadvantage when it comes to reengineering.  Because the process involves studying a system to 
see how it functions, if there is no system that is performing well enough to meet minimal system 
needs, reengineering may not be appropriate.  Also, reengineering must preserve the original 
functionality of the legacy system (Sage, 1995).  If system engineers are trying to make drastic 
changes to a system to help it adhere to new standards, another method that does not require the 
established legacy system to be used in the final product should be needed.  Because 
reengineering combines methods such as reverse engineering and forward engineering, it is not a 
quick and easy solution (Chikofsky and Cross, 1990).  Time must be taken to study the system 
and its components to determine which methods should be utilized and combined to successfully 
reengineer the system.   
 
Discard 
The next most popular life extension method is the discard method.  The process of 
throwing away the legacy system and starting from scratch to create a new system characterizes 
the discard method (Bennett, et al., 1999).  Also referred to as building a new system, the discard 
method removes the legacy problem as the system engineer commits to creating a new system to 
address former issues and rectify legacy issues the organization may be having with the system.  
The system designer may be left with little tacit information as the old system may no longer be 
working correctly, has been dismantled, or thrown away to start anew, often because it is no 
longer serving the needs of the organization (Bennett et al., 1999).  The system designer may 
also opt to purchase a new replacement system that meets his needs if it is available.   
As an example, GTE, a telephone company, decided to discard their decades old 
mainframe information system and replace it with a new one.  The company tried multiple times 
to build a new system before deciding it was easier to start with a blank slate and successfully 
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replacing the mainframe with a new DOMAIN (Distributed Object Management and Activation 
for Integrated Networks) (Bollig and Xiao, 1998).  The final group of engineers attributed their 
success to the fact that they had avoided studying the system and attempting to reverse engineer 
it, essentially discarding the system and starting anew.  The engineers treated the system as a 
black box, concerning themselves only with what went in and what came out to provide the users 
with an “entirely new system based on their business and operational requirements” (Bollig and 
Xiao, 1998).   Discarding the mainframe allowed GTE to build a system that evolved quicker 
than redesigning would have allowed; the discard freeing the engineers from concerning 
themselves with preserving constraining requirements and replacing various features included in 
the original mainframe.  The new system solved GTE’s problems with inaccurate, corrupted, 
duplicated data and was developed with high-tech infrastructure to help GTE meet changing 
business needs and handle maintenance easier.  The new infrastructure could not have been 
implemented if GTE had been forced to preserve the old system and adhere to its rules. 
There are many advantages associated with building a new system.  The first advantage is 
the organization has first committed to addressing their legacy system issues and determining 
how to extend the life of an obsolete system.  There is little room to turn back unless the 
organization can risk losing a system needed to maintain their core competency (Brooke and 
Ramage, 2001).  As seen, once GTE decided to build a new system they had to try multiple times 
before successfully implementing a replacement because they did not have a system to fall back 
on that met their business’s needs (Bollig and Xiao, 1998).  The second advantage is designing a 
system from scratch allows for more freedom (Serrano et al., 2002).  The system engineers can 
listen to the organization’s wants and needs and make concessions in the new system for these 
changes.  There are fewer limitations placed on the system engineers and they can design the 
system without trying to preserve original functionality or tracking how many changes they are 
making.  Building a system from scratch also allows for new fresh ideas and technologies to be 
incorporated easier.  There are no technological restraints that could be preventing the system 
engineers from inserting new technologies to improve performance.   
There are also disadvantages with the discard process.  Rebuilding a new system from 
scratch is risky because of the loss of knowledge “recorded in the existing system” (Serrano, et 
al., 2002).  Engineers familiar with the old system and how it was originally required to perform 
must be present to make up for the information no longer available as the system has been 
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destroyed or is not functioning, as it should.  New designers must understand why and how the 
system works the way it does.  Rebuilding is not a solution for corporations looking for cost 
effective solutions; many times it is more expensive and time consuming to redesign a system 
from the ground up (Serrano, et al., 2002).  A third disadvantage is “ensuring that it [the system] 
offers an acceptable replacement of the legacy capabilities” because once the system is discarded 
there is no turning back (Madisetti, et al., 2000). Once the new system has replaced the legacy 
system, it could be difficult to ensure the new system has met all the requirements it needed to 
meet without the old system around to remind designers of nuances they might have ignored.   
Extensive testing time needs to be allocated for the new replacement to ensure it is able to 
perform as desired, as there is no old “replacement” system waiting to back it up.  If the new 
system does not satisfy legacy requirements, core business processes could be sabotaged and the 
company must heavily evaluate discarding a legacy system or face it not “exist[ing] in its current 
form” (Brooke and Ramage, 2001).  This is why building a new system is not recommended if 
the organization cannot survive without the system or deal with degraded performance until all 
issues are resolved. 
 
Design Recovery 
The next method mentioned repeatedly in the literature review is the design recovery 
process.  This process “recreates design abstractions” from a combination of any existing system 
documentation, personal experience, and general knowledge about the problems associated with 
the system and its applications (Biggerstaff, 1989).  Design recovery is characterized by its high 
level focus that combines “domain knowledge, external information and deduction or fuzzy 
reasoning” with the observations made about the legacy system (Chikofsky and Cross, 1990).  It 
does not implement a solution however; the process is used only to increase the understanding of 
a system.  Forward engineering must be used to implement a physical representation of a 
solution. 
Design recovery is used to help the system decision maker identify traits and 
characteristics beyond those discovered by directly examining the system.  It requires the 
reproduction of formal and informal information about a system to give the system engineer a 
full understanding of the problems associated with the system; including how a system works, 
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the inner workings of the system, why it works the way it does, and what it does (Biggerstaff, 
1989).   
An example of the formal application of the design recovery process can be found with 
the Legasys Corporation, which developed an automated design recovery process used to address 
the Y2K issue; ensuring software functionality after the year 2000 when years that had been 
previously represented with two digits would have to be corrected (Dean, et al., 2001).  This 
automated process, LS/2000, combed through COBOL code and performed careful design level 
analysis to determine when the wrong date formats were being used in programs and then 
corrected them.  The software, designed to perform design recovery for large systems whose size 
and scope encouraged human error, converted the original source code to “facts” that the 
program could pick out and easily compare with other “facts” to check dates, their formats, and 
their usage.  Once the code had been inspected by the program and transformed to a simplified 
form, people could see the basic functionality and factors affecting the program and knew where 
to focus their concentration instead of being bogged down with lines of code.   Humans 
intervened to continue the design recovery process by collecting data on the compilers and 
source code of the various programs so they could guide the corrections and succeeded in 
remedying 99% of the information systems bought to them (Dean, et al., 2001).  This conversion 
of specific information to a higher-level representation illustrates how design recovery can be 
used to increase the understanding of a system so that it can be maintained or have legacy system 
issues resolved easier.  
Another example of how design recovery was used to increase the understanding of a 
software system is shown in a process that starts by first identifying organizational structures 
within the software system, and then examining the informal information associated with the 
organizational structures and expressing them in abstract form (Biggerstaff, 1999).  Informal 
diagrams, structures, module breakdowns, and program flow were some of the items created 
during the examination process. The rationale behind the design was also studied and expressed 
abstractly. It is important to preserve the relationships between the recorded abstract design ideas 
and their physical representations, in this case the code, so careful notes were kept during the 
high level exploration of the system.  Next, the information collected was generalized so that it 
could be applied to a broader range of software applications and used to help redesign other 
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system.  Pattern matching and clustering techniques were used to generalize results and verify 
consistency between the abstract ideas and their source code (Gannod and Cheng, 1999).   
There are unique advantages to utilizing the design recovery method.  The process 
provides a method for gathering and recording all information that is available.  It shows system 
engineers how to take ideas and document them in a high level fashion so that they can be 
applied across a wide range of systems (Biggerstaff, 1989).  The process also stresses gaining a 
complete understanding of a system before any life extension technique can be applied to it.  
Because the process does not drive toward a final implementation of a solution it is suited well 
for those wishing to maintain a system (Biggerstaff, 1989).  The well-rounded cache of 
information gathered during the design recovery process allows system engineers to optimize 
potential maintenance strategies (Holtzblatt, et al., 1997). 
The same issues that make design recovery unique can be a hindrance.  One disadvantage 
of using design recovery is that it must be combined with another life extension method to 
actually solve legacy system issues.  Design recovery is not a means to an end and cannot be 
used to directly deal with life extension issues (Chikofsky and Cross, 1990). Going through the 
design recovery process will only net the designer information about the system.  It does not 
generate solutions to extend the life of a system.  Another disadvantage of design recovery is that 
it leaves the system engineer with a high level abstract picture of the system under examination.  
This form may not be the easiest for system engineers to take ideas from and work with to think 
of concrete solutions for life extension issues facing the system in question.  Bennett suggests 
that design recovery be considered a subset of reverse engineering that when combined with 
forward engineering achieves a complete solution to life extension issues (1995).  Chikofsky and 
Cross also support the idea that design recovery is a subset of reverse engineering (1990).  
Because of expert opinion, this thesis will consider design recovery its own method that can be 
used to gain understanding of a system or combined with other methods to yield a life extension 
solution (Mahaffey, 2004).  Design recovery is based on using a high level approach to learning 
about a system, making it very different from direct observations gained in reverse engineering.  
 
Wrapping 
Wrapping is the next most cited method in the literature review.  As a process 
characterized by the minor changes it makes to a legacy system; it “provides a new interface to a 
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component” (Bisbal, et al., 1999).  The wrapping process works by encapsulating old data, 
programs, and interfaces of a legacy system.  The encapsulation serves as an “object that 
replaces the interface to the caller” so that a system with new technology can interface with the 
old legacy system (Bennett, et al., 1999).  Another way to think of the method is that the 
“wrapped” component acts as a “server”, performing a function needed by an external entity that 
does not care how the function is carried out as long as the legacy system can communicate and 
pass information back and forth about that function that the external system may need.  The 
wrapping method gives old components new life and does not alter or modify major parts of the 
legacy system.   
A physical example of wrapping would be the addition of a universal remote control to 
an entertainment system.  Instead of having 4 different remote controls to interface with the 
television, VCR, DVD player, and stereo; the signal could be “encapsulated” to replace the many 
signals coming from various sources.  Remember wrapping replaces an interface whose main 
component is not concerned with how the action is carried out as long as it can still communicate 
with the other system.  The entertainment system components do not care from where or how the 
signal arrives as long as they can decipher it.  Information can be passed back and forth between 
the entertainment system components and the user much easier now that the legacy system of 
multiple remotes has been replaces with a universal system.  
Another example illustrates how wrapping was used to extend the life of Assembly 
language based mainframe systems for the German Ministry of France. The ministry was trying 
to decide how to implement tax collection applications that have always used these assembly 
based mainframes (Sneed, 1996).  Because the original documentation associated with the 
system that was not available, the German government decided it would be too expensive and 
time consuming to redevelop the programs and needed a quick solution.  Also, it was very hard 
to locate software engineers who had the skills necessary to perform needed maintenance, as 
assembly was a language approaching obsolescence, leaving the government with no choice but 
to choose a wrapping technique to preserve the tax collection system.  The mainframe system 
was wrapped so that variables from new systems could be passed to the old Assembler based 
program, which could understand the Assembler “wrapped” code and use the information 
contained within.   The variables from the Assembler based system could also be passed in this 
manner and wrapped so that would be recognized by the new system.  This allowed the tax 
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collection system to use new, global data that was needed to implement the tax collection 
program effectively and prevented the old legacy information systems from being redesigned or 
scrapped (Sneed, 1996). 
The advantages of using wrapping to address legacy system issues are that it is a 
relatively fast solution (Sneed, 1996).  Because the system engineer is not redesigning or 
examining an entire system and only dealing with a limited number of interfaces the solution can 
be applied quickly.  As long at there are not a high number of components that require 
information from external systems, wrapping is a wise choice to treat a system that still carries 
out its original task but has interfaces that can not process new information or handle new 
technologies from external clients.  Another advantage when using wrapping is that it does not 
impact the system heavily, but is a relatively small change that can be easily made (Bisbal, et al., 
1999).  Also, wrapping allows a company to continue using the system they have already 
invested in and focus on reusing the external components as the graphical user interface example 
discussed above illustrates. 
Although wrapping seems like a relatively simple solution, it can only be applied to 
certain systems.  One disadvantage is that because it is such a simple solution, it can turnout to 
be only a short-term solution (Bisbal, et al., 1999).  Eventually the rest of the legacy system will 
degrade and wrapping does not help construct maintenance practices to address these issues.  For 
instance, if another component is added to the entertainment system, how will the user interface 
with it using the now old universal remote?  If the legacy system is already facing life extension 
problems, wrapping will not solve the deeper issues that must be resolved for the entire system to 
function properly.  Also, if external requirements and external clients keep changing, 
components will have to be re-wrapped which could prove to be time consuming or not cost 
effective.  Another disadvantage is that there may be too many interfaces to wrap, which would 
make wrapping inefficient (Bennett, et al., 1999).  If the user interface and an application 
interface were both impeding the performance of the legacy information system, it would be 
inefficient to wrap all the components without exploring other ways to mitigate the legacy 
system issues. 
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Freeze 
The next life extension method discovered during the literature review is to freeze the 
system.  Characterized by system engineers deciding to perform no more work on a system, the 
freeze method is effectively deciding to ignore the problem.  The legacy system is allowed to run 
indefinitely as it has been, without maintenance being carried out to repair problems until it no 
longer works, is shut down, or is “encapsulated as a component in a newly implemented system” 
(Bennett, et al., 1995).  None of the papers in the literature review recommended this method as 
a form of life extension.  One example that was given pertaining to freezing a legacy system was 
an example on updating processors for a car manufacturer.  The freeze option was ruled out 
immediately because the processor in question needed a definite solution and could not be 
ignored, as the microprocessor manufacturer would have not been able to provide a product 
promised to a client.  The microprocessor manufacturer would also have been hurt financially if 
it did not demonstrate the ability to keep with changing requirements and its core competency of 
producing “specialized real time systems for vehicles” (Bennett, et al., 1999). 
One example of how detrimental it can be for an organization to ignore its legacy system 
is seen through the eyes of Washington D.C., Virginia, and Maryland citizens.  When it was 
discovered that water pipes within these areas were carrying high levels of lead to consumers, the 
city decided to ignore the problem because of the substantial cost that would be involved with 
replacing the ancient infrastructure (Nakamura, 2004).  When key information was provided to 
the public about the unsafe levels of lead in the their drinking water, the city was forced to act, 
budget crunch or not.  The city advised residents to run water for extended amounts of time to 
flush the lead, but it was discovered this only increased the level of lead in consumer’s water 
(Nakamura, 2004).  When citizens learned of the false information that they had yet again been 
given, the city decided to take action and replace only public lead lines.  This however, is another 
example of how the city ignored the crux of the problem, as they did not replace the private lines 
leading to most homes.  The new copper pipes combined with the private lead lines only 
exacerbated the lead leeching problem.  The city is finally looking at ways to replace all lines or 
add chemicals to the pipes to stop the lead from leeching into drinking water. 
Another example of ignoring a problem is that many college students drive vehicles with 
perpetual knocks, pings, and other mysterious sounds.  The student knows there is something 
wrong with the car that is affecting the useful life of the car, but many times chooses to ignore it 
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and continue using the car because of repair costs or the promise of a new car upon graduation, 
taking the risk that they could be stranded soon. 
There are few advantages to the freeze method.  The first is that no additional money will 
be spent on the redesign or rebuilding of the system.  The second advantage is no additional time 
will be spent on trying to determine a solution for the legacy system issues, although time may 
be spent trying to repair minor issues that present themselves as the system hobbles along 
(Bennett, 1999).  Because the legacy system functions may be summarized in the next system 
that is designed to replace it if the system is slated for encapsulation, no one will be spending 
time tying to gather extensive information about the current system or deepen their 
understanding of it.  The important traits of the legacy system will be preserved in the system 
designed to take its place, the functionality and complete understanding of the system do not 
need to be studied. 
The freeze method’s biggest disadvantage is that it does not address life extension issues 
facing the legacy system.  It allows the system to continue functioning, making it a 
organizational liability that could interfere with business practices.  The second disadvantage is 
that the system will continue to degrade because there is no maintenance being performed on it.  
This method does not provide a solution to extend the life of a system and seems to be useful 
only when the system engineers know there is a system already available to replace it or they do 
not have the resources to address the problem.  What is known is that ignoring the issues 
associated with a legacy system can only lead to further decay of the system.  The college 
student may make it fine through school with his “lemon”, but it is certain the car will only 
continue to degrade.  The next owner might not fare as well, if there is a next owner and the 
student is able to pass it off to someone else. 
 
Functional Discovery 
Functional discovery is the last method to be discussed as it was mentioned once during 
the literature review.  It is a method characterized by its incorporation of system engineering 
techniques that may be used to assist in extending the life of a system with inadequate 
documentation.  This method is a “systems engineering approach to reverse engineering” that 
requires the legacy system decision maker to “develop an functional understanding of the 
system” in order to help the system engineers and designers make a confident change (Mahaffey, 
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et al., 2000).  Functional discovery has three main steps, the first consisting of documentation of 
the entire physical architecture of the system, which must include all components that have been 
defined in the system’s physical hierarchy (Mahaffey, et al., 2000).  Next the functions 
performed by the different physical components are determined.  Then the functions are 
validated with the information learned from this system knowledge (Mahaffey, et al., 2000).  
After these three steps have been completed, the designer is equipped with the knowledge of how 
the system works and can successfully trace functions to the physical component of the system.  
This “traceable model”, developed using system engineering techniques, allows the designer to 
look at how modifications can be made to the system to extend its life and where the most 
successful modification could be made (Mahaffey, et al., 2000).   
Draper Labs used the functional discovery process to extend the life of a database system 
(Tomlinson, 2004).  The system, developed in-house as a vehicle to store information pertaining 
to a particular project, had grown too big too fast.  The database was extremely useful, but no 
one had documented the development process associated with creating the system. Also, because 
database developers did not document the system’s development or organize instructions 
explaining how to use the system, new people could not easily search the database.   
Maintenance of the database system had also ceased since its development.  Functional discovery 
was used to document the physical architecture of the database and determine how the system 
worked and what it was supposed to accomplish.  The user functions, software functions, and 
physical mapping of servers and other network devices were researched and documented to 
narrow down what was most important about the database.  Functional discovery does not create 
a physical implementation of a solution, but only provides information to gain a higher 
understanding of the system and allows the system engineer to decide what is important to 
preserve and move forward with.  The system engineers were able to create a new system that 
was well documented, organized with categories everyone could understand, and easy to use.  
Without functional discovery important facts about the system might not have been discovered 
and the redesign could have missed key pieces of information, accomplishing the wrong goal. 
The main advantage associated with functional discovery is that it is a systematic process 
that provides a way to gather and document as much information as possible about a system.  It 
uses proven system engineering techniques such as system architecting and mapping functions to 
physical components to gather practical, applicable, concrete, knowledge about a system   This 
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carefully documented information allows the system engineer to make confident changes to the 
system.  Functional discovery helps the system engineer to see the best places where changes and 
updates can be made to enhance the legacy system.  It also provided the system engineer a 
chance to replace missing documentation and fill in incomplete documents with the newfound 
knowledge. 
The disadvantage of functional discovery is that it does not result in a physical 
implementation of a solution.  The process also does not recommend what changes should be 
made to the system; it only clears the understanding of the system and does not “address 
alteration of the system” (Mahaffey, et al., 2000). It seems to be a mid range solution that does 
not completely solve a problem unless combined with forward engineering.  Another 
disadvantage is there must be an existing functioning system to examine.  Also, the examination 
process, because it is so through, can be time consuming which is not good for those looking for 
a fast solution to address their life extension issues.  
 
Summary of Literature Review 
The literature review has explored the areas of legacy systems, life extension, and the 
methodologies used to address them.  The literature review has clearly identified which methods 
are currently being utilized as life extension techniques in industry and how both industry and 
academia define these methods.  It has shown pockets of disagreement among the definitions of 
certain methods that were identified and discussed in the preceding paragraphs.  The literature 
review has also shown there are no theories discussing which method should be used for a 
system with certain characteristics; as “there is not very much published measured experience in 
applying techniques…to legacy projects” (Bennett, et al., 1999).   Life extension techniques were 
discussed, and examples of how they could be applied were given in many articles, but no article 
explicitly discussed the positives and negatives of one method when compared to another.  The 
literature review has strengthened the need for the development of a model explaining these 
techniques and to what type of systems they should be applied to.   
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CHAPTER III 
 
LIFE EXTENSION MODEL 
 
Developing The Model 
The life extension technique evaluation model is structured as a table, with the methods 
available for life extension listed horizontally across the top of the model. The characteristics 
used to describe a system are listed vertically on the left side of the table.  The characteristics are 
organized by major characteristic headings, labeled in bold lettering, which contain minor 
characteristics as subsets of interest.  Please see Appendix E to view the model, which will be 
described in more detail below.  Please see Appendix B to view a flowchart outlining the steps 
taken to develop the model.   
The model framework was constructed using two methods.  First, a systematic review of 
the literature was conducted to gather characteristics and methods associated with legacy 
systems.  Papers and conference proceedings were scoured for any descriptive language 
associated with legacy systems and life extension.  This process was used to determine the traits 
and methods listed in the model.  Any time a trait associated with a legacy system was 
mentioned, whether it was bought up during formal definition of a system or noticed when a 
paper was describing a type of system that was used for the case study of a particular method; it 
was reserved and noted for consideration within the model.   
Second, an expert in systems engineering and issues pertaining to legacy systems verified 
the model.  He validated the characteristics and methods taken from the literature review to 
ensure they were applicable to both industry and academia.  The process of combing through 
literature and consulting the expert was repeated many times until a list of characteristics was 
gathered.  These characteristics, no matter how trivial or obvious some might have seemed, were 
included in the model because both the literature review and expert agreed upon them.  Some 
characteristics that were not included in the literature review were added because of the expert’s 
opinion, attributed to many years of practical experience in the systems engineering arena. 
Next, it was time to rank the characteristics and methods so that it could be decided 
which topics to concentrate on, or which descriptors associated with the model were important to 
keep because of literary support and which were not.  Methods and traits were ranked by the 
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number of times they appeared in literature, allowing the model to be constructed so that only 
those descriptors of importance, or descriptors supported by literature, were included in the final 
draft.  This allowed the model to be constructed more efficiently, especially for interview 
purposes where questions of the greatest importance need to be accessed first.  The research 
could concentrate on topics of importance and relevance as questions could be constructed that 
focused on the most popular traits. Time would not be spent chasing issues that literature and 
experts did not focus on.    
The characteristics and methods were ranked in popularity by searching the literature 
again; so that at the end of this comb through of literature collected during the literature review 
there was a total indicating the number of times each characteristic and method was mentioned. 
This review process allowed the model developers to double-check the original list of traits and 
ensure sure choices were valid. The characteristics were listed by their numerical ranks, with the 
traits with the most citations located at the beginning of the table and the characteristics with the 
least citations placed at the bottom of the table.  The methods were listed with the most popular 
methods being placed at the left side of the table and the least popular methods toward the right.  
This would allow the model to be developed as concise as possible and help illustrate which 
traits and methods to keep in the model. Descriptors with low counts could be omitted from the 
model because they had no literary basis and support.  
Each characteristic was then selected and another literature review was conducted to 
verify there was a particular method associated with each characteristic.  Although researchers 
had a general idea of which methods were to be used with a legacy system possessing certain 
characteristics, it was wise to double check specific examples in literature to support the general 
conclusions.  This process was utilized to answer the questions, “What method is appropriate or 
not appropriate for a legacy system with this particular characteristic?  ” Every time a method 
was mentioned, any direct correlation between the descriptions of the method and a trait of a 
legacy system was noted.  For instance, one literary source states that reverse engineering is 
especially suited to address extending the life of a system when there are more than one 
specimens of that system available (Rekoff, 1985).  Because the developed model had a 
characteristic “duplicate system available” that would be used to evaluate a legacy system, this 
paper could be used to support what conclusions may be reached about this trait.  From this 
statement by the literary source, the model would indicate that if a system did indeed have 
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another duplicate system available, reverse engineering could be used to address its life 
extension (Rekoff, 1985).  Case studies were also used to evaluate which method could be 
applied to a legacy system facing life extension.  For example, the case study in “Reengineering 
a Configuration Management System” pointed out that although documentation was available for 
the system, it was obsolete and incomplete (1994).  The case study recommended reengineering 
and design recovery as methods to deal with the unusable documentation so the model indicates 
these two methods can be used to address systems with incomplete documentation. 
The model was filled in by checking the literature to verify that characteristics were tied 
to a specific method and if so, was the method to be used to treat a system with this particular 
characteristic an appropriate method or not.  The characteristics are listed as questions, for 
example, under the legacy system trait “operational cost” is the question “Do you feel customer 
service /support contributes to excessive operational cost”.  If literature suggests using 
reengineering to treat systems with excessive support costs a ‘yes’ was put in the corresponding 
reengineering- operational cost box on the table.  If the reengineering method was not 
recommended in literature for treating systems with excessive support costs a ‘no’ was put in the 
corresponding box.  If the method did not mention anywhere in the literature review anything 
about support costs a ‘not mentioned’ was put in the appropriate box.   This process was repeated 
for every characteristic and method combination until all were checked. 
The model now has the ranking of methods and traits recorded.   The answers to the basic 
questions determining which methods were appropriate for a legacy system with particular 
characteristics were also determined and the cells of the model were satisfied with the 
appropriate yes, no, or not mentioned needed.  It was time to refine the model once more to see 
which characteristics and methods needed to be included in the final model and which would be 
the crux of the study.   The characteristics and methods with the corresponding yes, no, and not 
mentioned cells were placed in order of popularity once more. This showed which methods and 
characteristics evaluated together were ‘big hits’, or were mentioned significantly in the 
literature, and others which taken together might not have enough information backing them up 
to be left in the model.  For instance, even though ‘maintenance costs’ might have been a popular 
characteristic that turned up many times in the literature, was there enough information about it 
and any methods that might have mentioned it to include it in the final model?  If the literature 
does not illustrate which of the methods are appropriate to treat high maintenance costs, then this 
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characteristic might not be that important when evaluating legacy systems and should not be 
arbitrarily included in the model.  The ranked and ordered matrix model ‘key’ helped to illustrate 
which characteristics and methods would be valid for the model.  The ranked model also helped 
the researchers to determine which questions and characteristics would be important to 
concentrate on for interviews because if they were on the ‘low hit’ quadrant of the model, these 
traits might need to be taken out as there is no information in literature to adequately support 
which method would be good or not good to treat them.   
Once the characteristics and methods had been ranked, the final life extension matrix 
‘key’ formed a square with four quadrants as illustrated in Figure 5. The upper left quadrant had 
the most popular characteristics and the most popular methods contained within.  Because these 
were the most popular traits and methods found during the literature review, this quadrant was 
the most completed, as it was easier to find information describing these fundamental traits and 
methods because there were so many sources to pull from.  The upper left quadrant’s cells had a 
substantial amount of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ information and very few ‘not mentioned’ when looking at 
the description of corresponding characteristics and methods.  The characteristics that were least 
popular were in the bottom left and right quadrants.  The least popular methods were on the right 
side of the matrix.  The four quadrants illustrated which characteristics could be omitted and 
would perhaps prove to not be as important when evaluating a system because there was no 
literature or expert opinion to back them up.  The characteristics mentioned only a few times also 
did not have as much information associated with them when looking through the literature and 
investigating the methods so the cells corresponding to the methods tended to have many ‘not 
mentioned’.  This supplied enough proof and support to remove these characteristics and 
methods, as they did not have enough validity to be useful in the model. The ranked model ended 
up being divided as simplified in Figure 5.  This diagram illustrates which areas of the model 
were heavily filled in with information pertaining to the methods and characteristics and which 
were more likely to have ‘not mentioned’ included in many of the cells, making them candidates 
for omission. 
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Figure 5.  Life Extension Model After Method and Characteristics Rankings 
 
After it was determined which characteristics were going to be inappropriate for the model, 
the matrix was narrowed to dominant categories.  These categories allowed the researchers to 
group similar traits and characteristics together and see any interrelations or duplications that 
may have been present.  The dominant categories that naturally surfaced were cost/benefit 
analysis of a system, documentation associated with a system, changes that would or would not 
be made to a system, maintenance of a system, organizational issues, people issues, system 
attributes, and scheduling issues.  These dominant categories were then broken down into more 
graduations if necessary. For example, in cost benefit analysis the research concentrated on 
various costs such as operational and retirement costs.  The categories are listed in the model in 
Appendix E.  Once the dominant categories were determined and the various characteristics 
placed into the appropriate categories, the characteristics were then further expanded into 
questions.  This clarified the traits and helped the users of the model to see how traits should be 
approached.  The formation of questions phrased the characteristics so that they could stand on 
its own.  If anyone who was not familiar with legacy systems looked at the model, they would be 
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able to use the model to describe their system and see what type of issues the model was 
attacking. 
 
How to Use The Model 
Please see Appendix B to view a flowchart outlining the procedure of how to use the 
model.  The flowchart will aid in understanding the following paragraphs. 
The model is used by first applying it to determine the characteristics of a legacy system.  
The life extension model key, the one with all the ‘yes’, ‘no’, and ‘not mentioned’ information is 
of course set aside. A blank copy, with only the characteristics and methods, not the ‘yes’, ‘no’, 
and ‘not mentioned’ information is to be used to evaluate the system because the blank spaces 
for those qualifiers will be filled in after the system is evaluated.  For example, an interview 
could be conducted where subjects are asked questions from the model that describe 
characteristics commonly associated with legacy systems.  All questions were phrased so that if 
the subject’s answer is yes, the data contained within the model supports the yes.  If the subject 
answers no, the data in the model needs to be negated.   
For example, lets look at a sample interview question.  Suppose the subject is asked, “Is 
support for the system limited by third party vendors ability to provide components?”  This 
tackles the issue of parts obsolescence that many legacy system designers face that can no longer 
replace components that vendors no longer provide.  The subjects answer is recorded next to the 
question in the model, for instance he could reply “yes”, “no”, or “I don’t know”.  His answer is 
then compared with all the methods listed in the model for life extension using a 2–phase model 
change technique.  Lets say he said yes, support is limited by third part vendors’ ability to 
provide components.  If for example, a ‘yes’ is found under the support limited by third party 
vendor row corresponding to the design recovery column in the life extension model key, the 
interviewer can note that and knows this is a method to consider by putting a ‘yes’ in his 
corresponding ‘design recovery-support limited by third party vendor’ box.  If a ‘no’ is found in 
the corresponding ‘spare parts- support limited by third party vendor ‘box of the model key, the 
interviewer notes a ‘no’ in his version of the life extension model table as well, making sure to 
place it underneath the ‘spare parts’ method column and ‘support limited by third party vendor’ 
row.  If the subject said no, support is not limited by third part vendors’ ability to provide 
components; the answers in the life extension model key would be negated.  Instead of putting a 
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‘yes’ in the corresponding ‘design recovery-support limited by third party vendor’ box, a ‘no’ 
would be entered.  A ‘yes’ would be entered in the ‘spare-parts-support limited by third party 
vendor’ box of the interview subject’s model.   
 This process is repeated until all questions have been asked and the results are tabulated.  
For example, the interviewer may color or otherwise indicate each agreement that appears under 
the different methods.  Once the interview is done, the interviewer can look at each vertical 
column representing each method.  The method with the greatest number of agreements listed in 
its column is the method the model suggests for life extension of the particular legacy system 
evaluated.  There may be multiple methods suggested if the number of affirmative answers for 
various methods is close to each other.  For example, reengineering and functional discovery 
may have 13 versus 10 positive agreement hits respectively.  This would mean that although the 
model leans towards reengineering as the most highly recommended technique for life extension, 
functional discovery is also a strong contender that should be investigated.  The legacy system 
engineer can determine which method would be most appropriate for their needs based on a 
number of factors such as personal preference or industry knowledge.  For instance, if the 
engineer is working with a software system design recovery could be a more appropriate choice 
because the model recommends using design recovery for legacy software systems.  If the 
engineer was investigating extending the life of a hardware system, reengineering could be more 
appropriate because of the physical inspection techniques it uses.   
As discussed above, performing a count of the positive agreements in the method column 
does not always provide a final definitive conclusion.  If methods are closely recommended or 
overlap, individual decisions will have to be made.  Additional traits describing the system may 
need to be taken into account to specify which method is most appropriate.  Organizational 
resources such as budget and time constraints may also be factors that help engineers and system 
decision makers decide which of the top methods recommended by the model will be the most 
successful in extending the life of the system.  Additional interviews may need to be conducted 
with other engineers working on the system and their results tabulated.  If certain methods appear 
as dominant choices in more than one interview, this indicates a strong support for that particular 
technique.  If no dominant choice appears, the model results can serve as a guide for individual 
preference of techniques. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
METHODOLOGIES 
 
Introduction 
The basic methodology utilized in the research is the case study method.  This section of 
the chapter describes the basis of the case study method and how it will be applied to this 
particular research.  This section also describes the research process and the interview process. 
 
Case Study Method 
The designs and methods outlined by Yin (1994) and Eisenhardt (1989) were used as a 
general guideline to aid in the development of the case study research.  Yin and Eisenhardt differ 
in the contributions they offer to the case study method.  Yin (1994) provides a very detailed 
description of how to carry out each phase of a case study while Eisenhardt (1989) concentrates 
on the theory development using case study investigation.  In order to generate a meaningful and 
well-designed study, combinations of these two authors’ methodological contributions were used 
as a guide throughout the research. 
The case study method investigates a “contemporary phenomenon within its real life 
context”, (Yin, 1994) in this study, a legacy missile system in the aerospace defense industry.  
The system that studied is functioning and not affected or controlled by the researcher so case 
study research seems appropriate as it allows the system to be studied as it is; with no 
interference from the outside world. Also, because the study is developing a model on how to 
evaluate legacy systems in need of life extension, the case study method is appropriate because it 
is useful for developing theories (Yin, 1994).  Case-based research is also useful for qualitative 
studies, which the study will be based on as there is little numerical data associated with 
evaluating legacy systems (Yin, 1994).  Exact cost figures and time schedules associated with the 
legacy system and methods of evaluation are often not available for decision makers to base 
choices on.  Yin also points out that case study research is particularly suited to help researchers 
answer the question of ‘why’ and ‘how’.  Because the thesis is exploring the question of ‘how’ to 
select a method for life extension of a system, it seems logical to use the appropriately fitting 
case study method.   
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Research Process 
The first thing done after the model was created was to determine what type of system 
would be looked at and how data would be gathered.  Because the defense industry is extremely 
interested in extending the lives of their systems, the sample space for the study consisted of a 
defense company within the aerospace industry (Littlejohn, et al., 2000).  A large, complex, 
missile system whose operational readiness was being extended until 2042 was investigated.   
The missile system is critical to its organization’s ability to maintain its operational objective of 
defending the United States.   The variables associated with the study were the characteristics of 
the missile legacy system, determined during the case study by the organization interviewed.  
The decision makers for the legacy system had already decided how they would extend the life 
of the system; their selection of methods was used to validate the model.   
Once the organization and the system within the organization that would be researched 
were determined, it was time to solidify how information would be gathered about the system 
and how the model would be validated.  Extensive one-on-one, open-ended interviews were 
determined to be the best way to collect data because of their insightfulness and ability to be 
extremely focused (Yin, 1994).  Because the study would involve human interaction, it was 
necessary to gain approval from the Vanderbilt University International Review Board (IRB) 
before going any further.   
The IRB was provided with a copy of the life extension model developed, a list of sample 
questions that would be asked, and a list of the literature supporting each possible question that 
could be asked.  The interview process was explained to them in depth.  The IRB was also 
provided with the name of the organization that would be contacted for interviews and told that 
all information collected would be kept confidential and destroyed within two years to protect 
subject confidentiality.  The IRB was also informed that participants would be asked to allow 
their interview to be tape-recorded and that they could of course refuse this option if necessary.  
The IRB approved the study February 11, 2004 (#040118). All pertinent documents can be seen 
in Appendix C.   
 Once IRB approval was granted, research advisors with professional connections to the 
organization helped to determine who would be the best individuals to talk to about the legacy 
system.  The interview subjects were contacted via e-mail to attain their approval for 
participating in the study.  The email, contained in Appendix C, explained what the purpose of 
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the research was, who would be interviewing them, and asked if it would be permissible for the 
interviews to be tape-recorded.  All subjects were informed that all notes, recordings, and any 
pertinent documentation they provided would be kept confidential and destroyed within two 
years. They were also informed that their names and organizations would be kept confidential 
and that the information would not be shared with other individuals being interviewed so that 
they would feel free to share all thoughts. Subjects were told they would be provided with a copy 
of the thesis that highlighted important findings to take away from the study.  A copy of potential 
questions was provided for them along with a list supplying the supporting literature forming the 
basis for the questions.  A copy of the life extension method model was also provided. 
Once permission had been granted from the potential interview subjects, interviews were 
scheduled for March 24,2004 and April 28, 2004.   Interviews with three employees of this 
private defense oriented entity were conducted along with an interview of a civilian contractor 
who represents the company while working with its major customer, the U.S. Navy.  The 
employees interviewed included two individuals in management positions, a project manager and 
a chief systems engineer; and two individuals in direct engineering positions. The varied subjects 
provided a good cross- section of the type of people responsible for decisions pertaining to the 
missile legacy system.  The management oriented individuals were interviewed because of their 
prominent positions within the organization; allowing them to be able to see the entire project 
and provide a complete overview of the system that was not burdened with particular details on 
specific engineering issues.  Managers often have particular issues that they are more concerned 
with that would not necessarily affect a domain expert engrossed in solving extremely technical 
legacy problems.  The direct engineers were of interest to gather data from because they are 
aware of day-to-day issues and concerns that could affect the types of decisions they make when 
dealing with legacy systems but that management may not be privy to.  The difference in 
viewpoints supports the theoretical sampling technique explained by Eisenhardt (1989), which 
means that the subjects were chosen to fill theoretical categories and not chosen for statistical 
reasons. This theoretical sampling technique ensures that the interviews were conducted with 
people of different backgrounds who could present views from opposite ends of the spectrum. 
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Interview Process 
The interviews were all conducted face to face.  The interviews took place in offices 
where the process could not be disturbed.  An interview team of two individuals conducted the 
interviews; an interviewer who asked the questions and a scribe who kept notes and made sure 
all questions from the life extension model were answered to satisfaction.  The scribe would 
interject when necessary to make sure a particular issue was completely covered and that the 
model had been filled in correctly. The scribe also ensured the Interview Guide, a checklist of 
topics that needed to be covered, was followed (See Appendix D).  The pre–interview 
conversation started with introductions and the reminding subjects again that the interviews 
would be tape-recorded and all records and notes kept in a confidential location and destroyed 
within two years.  The subjects were allowed to turn down the tape recording if they so desired, 
which none of them did.   
The interviews then started with basic questions to gain an understanding of the subject’s 
educational and professional background and current responsibilities.  A list of these questions 
and other details pertaining to the interview process can be found in the Interview Guide in 
Appendix D.  The subjects were asked why they thought the life of the legacy system was being 
extended.  The next questions focused on the system and offered the subject a chance to describe 
it and its functions and what issues they might have been having with its life extension. Next, the 
interview focused on the questions outlined in the model; in particular questions that helped to 
define the characteristics associated with the cost and benefit analysis of the system, 
documentation, changes made to the system, organization issues, people issues, maintenance, 
and scheduling.   
Once the interviews were over and the interviewers felt that all questions had been 
answered to their satisfaction; the subjects were thanked and asked for their contact information.  
They were also told they would be provided with a copy of the results and the thesis.  The 
researchers then met independently immediately after the interviews, usually within 2-3 hours of 
leaving the facility, to compare their notes and complete the model with the appropriate ‘yes’, 
‘no’, and ‘not mentioned’ descriptors while information was still fresh in their minds.  The 
principal interviewer was then responsible for transcribing the interviews, following up with the 
subjects if any additional information was needed, and sending thank-you card to reiterate their 
gratification for the opportunity to talk with legacy system experts.   
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Analysis 
The principal interviewer used pattern matching to evaluate the data collected during the 
interviews.  Pattern matching is useful for analyzing the results of case studies because it 
compares an observed pattern with a predicted one (Yin, 1994).  Patterns that seem to coincide 
can strengthen the internal validity of a study.  For the legacy missile system, simple pattern 
matching was used to compare the methods identified as suitable for the life extension of the 
missile system against the observed method used and identified during the case study.  The 
literature review formed the basis of the developed model, used for the predicted pattern; and the 
interviews formed the basis of the observed pattern, or the observed method.  If the method the 
aerospace defense company chose to extend the life of the missile system matched the method 
the model recommended for the legacy system with particular characteristics, meaning the 
patterns coincided; the model’s internal validity was validated (Yin, 1994).  If the method chosen 
by the defense company did not agree with the method the model recommends pattern matching 
showed the model may be inaccurate or poorly developed. 
Pattern matching was chosen to evaluate the case study because it can be applied to all 
kinds of legacy systems.  Pattern matching allows the researcher to conclude that if the model 
developed and the theory behind it can be used to correctly link two methods of life extension 
during the case study, then the model should be successful in predicting the correct method to 
use in real-life applications.  Pattern matching is also appropriate for precise constructs, as in the 
scientific fields when compared with the social sciences (Trochim, 2001).  Because of the many 
characteristics associated with a legacy system, the model developed was fairly specific and 
included complex combination of characteristics and methods.  This suggests complex patterns 
that are successfully matched yield greater validity for the theory behind them (Trochim, 2001).  
This means pattern matching will strengthen the theory behind the legacy system model and 
provide support for the validity of the model.   
The appropriate life extension methods suggested by the model were validated by going 
through each question pertaining to the characteristics of the missile system and comparing the 
answer given by the interview subject with the information contained within the model 
specifying if a particular method would be recommended for that characteristic. As explained in 
the model development section, coding the appropriate ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘n/m’ in the corresponding 
method/characteristic box of the life extension model was the first step in the analysis.   
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After all characteristic-method combinations were coded, the answers were recorded in a 
replica of the Life Extension method model completed for each separate interview.  This way a 
physical representation, or filled in model, was available for analysis that could allow researchers 
to easily compare the different results between interview subjects.  So, if one interview subject 
said that their part of the missile system was a hardware based system and the literature review 
concluded that reengineering was appropriate for hardware based systems, indicated by a “yes” 
in the Life Extension Model key, the principal researcher would put a “yes” in the interviewee’s 
corresponding ‘hardware – reengineering’ box to indicate reengineering is appropriate for the 
missile system because it is hardware based.  If another interview subject said he didn’t know if 
the system was hardware based or not, a “n/m” would be added to that interviewee’s 
corresponding ‘hardware – reengineering’ box in his/her model.  If the model said that 
reengineering was not appropriate for a hardware-based system, a “no” would be added to any 
interviewee’s ‘hardware-reengineering’ box that indicated they were extending the life of a 
hardware system.   
This process was repeated to compare the answers given by the interviewee’s with that of 
the model and validate which method was appropriate for all characteristic-method combos. 
Once this was done, the results of the individual interviews were analyzed.  The researcher 
looked at each interview and recorded which methods had been deemed appropriate for life 
extension based on only the information given in each individual interview.  For example, if 
interview one’s results show reverse engineering had 17 “yes’s” to indicate that the missile had 
17 characteristics associated with it that supported reverse engineering compared to only 4 
characteristics supporting outsourcing, then the model had concluded reverse engineering was 
the most suitable life extension method to use for the missile system according to interview one’s 
descriptors.  If interview one had two methods that ended up with close results, for instance the 
missile system had 17 characteristics supported by both design recovery and reverse engineering 
techniques, the characteristics were inspected closely to determine what differentiated the results 
from each other.   
There was no cut off on the number of methods a model could recommend.  If the model 
had five methods with the number of characteristics supporting each separate method closely 
clustered together, all five methods were included in the list of appropriate life extension 
techniques.  If the model had two methods closely clustered together, only those two methods 
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would be included as the dominant life extension techniques.  For this study, a closely clustered 
group of methods was defined as being within a four to five characteristic range of the dominant 
method.  This range was selected because of the individual results of the study as any method 
below that range seemed to be separated by more than three characteristics from the previous 
one. The number range could change depending on the individual results of other studies or as 
the model is refined.  
For an example of how results were evaluated, if interview three resulted in reengineering 
being the highest recommended life extension method with 25 characteristics supporting it, any 
method with less than 20 characteristics would not be considered part of the cluster.  Exceptions 
were made when a method was separated by no more than two to three characteristics from the 
lowest method in the cluster.  The new low ranking method served as the cutoff point for the 
results. Any methods with counts lower than the cutoff method were not included in the final list 
of suitable life extension techniques because they were too far away from the dominant method 
in terms of the number of characteristics supporting them.  So for interview three, methods with 
less than 18 characteristics supporting them were not included in the final count of suitable 
results because the number of characteristics supporting them was too low when compared to 
those supporting reengineering.  This process was repeated for the remaining three interviews to 
see what methods the model suggested were suitable to use according to each interviewee’s 
testimony.   
Triangulation, or using multiple sources for evidence to evaluate a theory, was used in the 
final stage of analysis to evaluate all the results from all interviews together (Yin, 1994). 
Triangulation works by making sure that the multiple sources interviewed all support the same 
conclusion, validating the model.  Once the results for each interview had been recorded, the top 
methods chosen by the model were inspected to see if they agreed with the other interview 
results.  These results can be seen in Table 5 below.  The chosen methods did not have to match 
in order of recommendation, for instance if reengineering, with 25 supporting answers, was the 
top choice for life extension according to interview three’s results but only the fourth choice for 
life extension according to interview two, with 15 supporting answers, the method was still 
supported by both interviews.  The dominant methods recommended by the model for each 
interview did agree with each other, validating the model and ensuring it could be used to 
successfully predict appropriate life extension methods.  All the interviews agreed upon the same 
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core methods with one interview bringing up an additional method the others did not mention.  If 
the model had not reached the same conclusion for each interview, the results would have to be 
evaluated independently and the validity of the model questioned.   
Additionally, looking at not only what the literature review has supported by the pattern 
matching of the model, but to the quotes given during the interview process allowed the principal 
researcher to make the final decision and see which method may or may not be better suited for 
life extension, hence the reason for the two to three supporting characteristics difference between 
some of the results. Once the methods had been agreed upon, it was compared with the methods 
the organization had already chosen to extend the life of the missile system.  The results of the 
individual interviews and the supporting data will be highlighted in the next chapter of the thesis.  
The next page contains Table 5, which summarizes the interview results.
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CHAPTER V 
 
INTERVIEW RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 
This section of the paper examines the interviews that were conducted to test the validity 
of the model.  This section will go into greater detail concerning the questions asked to specify 
characteristics of the legacy missile system and the information given by interviewees.  It is here 
the thesis will showcase the results of the interviews.  To see a complete list of questions from 
the interviews and the complete results, please see the models in Appendix E. 
 
General Results 
After reviewing interview transcriptions it was determined that the four separate people 
interviewed within the defense organization were all using same combinations for the life 
extension of their system.  The methods that everyone informally agreed upon using to extend 
the life of the missile legacy system were reengineering combined with reverse engineering, 
design recovery, and replacing parts with spares components.  Reengineering, reverse 
engineering, and design recovery were combined with forward engineering to arrive at the 
finished product.  Maintenance of the missile system was also implicitly implied as a method 
used to keep the system operationally ready, but not necessarily to extend the life of the system. 
Although the engineers did not always use these terms per se to describe the methods, 
through discussion it was determined that these were the techniques employed by the 
organizations.  For example, an engineer remarked that the best way to extend the life of the 
legacy system was to: 
 
“…do an electronics refresh…[the road] we are going down is that we are developing 
new electronics, [we are] in the process of designing electronics that can operate in the 
new environment they are intended to.” 
 
“Since we are modernizing the electronics and the software will be open and available we 
could go in and reprogram, but we can’t do it now because the old PROMS that we 
would burn-the format of those PROMS is how should I put it, stale?  You can’t buy 
them anymore…so we are going through a redesign effort.” 
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  This statement agrees with the definition of reengineering given by the thesis.  The 
legacy missile system has been studied so that new ideas and components can be added to the 
original system to perform the same task.  The system has been examined and will have its 
components “reconstituted in a new form” to accommodate the changing needs of the user 
(Chikofsky and Cross, 1990).   
Other engineers expressed how their organizations’ would be using the spare parts 
method, utilizing lifetime buys of parts or picking parts the organization felt they would be able 
to get their hands on for a while, to extend the life of the missile legacy system: 
 
“We have a parts engineering group and it looks like it will probably be a lifetime buy 
…on the life extension program…we try to pinpoint parts that are going to be around 
down the road, something that’s the jack-of-all-trades part, so that if its been around for a 
while previous to this its going to continue to be around.” 
 
“There will be a storage of some replacement parts, you can almost bet on that for repairs 
later down the road.” 
 
“I would say the main factor for [extending the life of the system] is parts obsolescence.  
A lot of electronic components are obsolete, you can’t buy them anymore and I don’t 
think they anticipated the system’s life being extended until…and they just didn’t buy 
enough parts on the lifetime buy …” 
 
Another engineer spoke of utilizing resources, not necessarily kept in formal records or 
diagrams, to help him understand the legacy system. This exploration of high-level thoughts that 
may not be tied to the particulars of a system and may be contained only in personal experience 
and abstract ideas supports the definition of the design recovery method: 
 
“Just a general comment, the one thing that I’ve learned …here on the legacy program is 
that the one thing that is most valuable is to go back and talk to some of the original 
designers and find out why they did the things they did because most of the time there are 
reasons for it…and knowledge transfer is important.” 
 
“They [engineers] are looking at previous work…trying to get all that old knowledge to 
help them go forward….  The system has to perform its current capabilities, which 
requires a lot of re-well, I don’t want to say regeneration but the people they have now 
don’t have experience with the old system…they are hunting documents, doing 
interviews with the knowledge experts, documenting the interviews to form a database, 
so to speak, something that is holding knowledge and is centralized.” 
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 Ultimately, the model supported most of the methods currently being used by the missile 
engineers, validating the proposition that the life extension model could predict which method is 
best to use for a system with certain characteristics.  As illustrated in Table 3 below, the life 
extension method model validated the engineers’ admissions that design recovery, reverse 
engineering, and reengineering were all methods that could extend the life of a system.   
However, although those interviewed dictated that utilizing spare parts was a way they 
were addressing the life extension of the missile, the model did not support this method.  Another 
surprising, key result of the study was that building a new system was a dominant method in all 
of the characteristic sets evaluated, but certainly not recommended by anyone interviewed.  This 
may point to a flaw in the development of the model or prove that literature has not thoroughly 
explored the theories and characteristics behind the methods used for life extension of systems.  
The implications associated with this unexpected result will be explored in later sections.  The 
model did not validate migration, wrapping, outsourcing, and ignoring the problem as methods 
appropriate for the life extension of the missile system; although functional discovery and 
maintenance of the system did emerge as dominant methods in some of the individual analysis of 
the characteristics.   
 
Specific Explanations and Support for Results 
Based on the characteristics of the missile system described by interviewees, 
reengineering was supported by the model as one of the top choices to be used for life extension 
of the missile system. Because many engineers felt the organization responsible for budgets 
pertaining to the missile system had supplied enough resources to redesign the system, but not to 
rebuild the system; the model supported their conclusion that redeveloping the system, whether 
through reengineering, reverse engineering, or design recovery, would be the best way to extend 
the life of the missile. Redesigning was favored over rebuilding because of budget fluctuations 
that could occur from year to year and other financial restrictions.  Engineers stressed the 
importance of building upon the existing system as a way to control life extension costs and deal 
with the possible budget changes from year to year.  Making use of materials that were already 
available and a system that was performing adequately allowed them to make modifications to 
the existing system. The organization responsible for the budget of the missile system felt it was 
in their best interest to not rebuild an entirely new system that would have used monetary 
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resources; not necessarily available from year to year; for new designs, new testing procedures, 
and additional materials.  Engineers echoed this sentiment in the statements below: 
 
“As far as this fiscal year, yes I have adequate dollars to execute at the main level that I 
have specified to accomplish the task…this is a multiyear project so next year it might 
…you know dollar figures…its all tied back to the government …and it affects the 
budget so next year could be more or less than this year and we have to adjust the plan 
accordingly.” 
 
“Here’s my impression, there was not enough dollars available to develop a new system 
from the ground up.  So, the most prudent thing to do was to extend the current life of the 
[system]…extend the service capability …” 
 
In many instances, reengineering and reverse engineering were “neck and neck” and 
suffered minimal differences between one another after pattern matching, supporting the 
observation that one is often conducted in conjunction with the other.  If the model illustrated 
that it could not decide whether reengineering or reverse engineering were to be the dominant 
method for life extension and they seemed to share the same results in terms of how many 
characteristics supported their use, then it may be true that reengineering does indeed “involve 
both forward engineering and reverse engineering” because there are few characteristics that 
differentiated between when one should use reengineering compared to reverse engineering 
(Chikofsky and Cross, 1990).  The model supports this observation and seems to show there are 
few differences between reengineering and reverse engineering. However, this lack in observed 
differences between the two methods could reflect a deficiency in the literature; which is not 
adequately describing the particulars and traits associated with different life extension methods.  
The reason the model does not have enough characteristics listed to differentiate between 
reengineering and reverse engineering is because the literature review did not provide enough.  
Much of the literature did not adequately define reengineering and reverse engineering and used 
them interchangeably.  Finding examples that clearly illustrated when reengineering was 
appropriate for a system with a particular trait was difficult as reverse engineering examples 
often concurred with reengineering examples, describing systems that had similar characteristics 
and treating them the same way. The model is generating facts that may have been assumed 
about the techniques but are not necessarily true, based on inadequate literature.  The literature 
will have to be expanded to confirm the particular characteristics associated with each method so 
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that it can be proven whether or not the methods can be used separately to extend the life of 
systems or if the methods are subsets of each other.   
The model does illustrate a few differences between reengineering and reverse 
engineering. One of the characteristics that separates these two methods includes dealing with 
functionality changes; reengineering allows functionality changes to be made and reverse 
engineering does not.  Because some interviewed felt they were changing the functionality of the 
system while others did not, the results between the two methods may have been influenced 
explaining why not all those interviewed had reengineering as the dominant life extension 
method or vice versa.  When asked if functionality was going to be added to the system, some 
said yes and some said no.  These differences in opinion may have contributed to the slight 
differentiation between reengineering and reverse engineering: 
 
“Um…no.  One of our ground rules that we’ve looked at that we’ve said is form, fit, and 
function are the same…The customer said ‘we’d like to put in more functionality’ …and 
we did some trade studies…It started to get into a configurations problem, it started to get 
into a spares problem…” 
  
“Not [adding functionality] for the effects I’m doing.  There is discussion in the payload 
that they might add functionality but all their doing is just taking functionality from 
one…All their doing is taking smaller warheads and putting the …technology from the 
larger warheads.  It’s the same functionality.” 
  
“Yeah, we will add functionality to the new package.  Not as much as we had hoped for 
but it…but we are going to add some functionality, sure…There are things we are going 
to add to this one [redesigned system] that isn’t in [previous system].” 
 
“I believe there are some functionality this is being added to improve capability.” 
 
Another factor that separated the two methods was how the interviewees characterized 
their system’s impact on their respective organizations.  One of the characteristics evaluated by 
the model included determining if a system would have an economic impact on the company or 
cause the company to miss out on other opportunities if not redesigned on time.  Here were some 
of the responses: 
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“I do feel that our company will miss out on another market opportunity if we do not 
finish this problem on time…if we don't perform on the life extension, our chances of 
getting the new missile contract will be greatly diminished.  Besides this, in the aerospace 
industry, poor performance on a contract can result in lost contracts in other areas.” 
 
“I believe an economic response will be incurred …if the program doesn't finish on time.  
I don't know what type on contractual penalty will be incurred, but there will definitely 
be a penalty in terms of the lack of new business and the possible loss of the …program if 
we don't perform.” 
 
“If the delay is a few months, then we will be able to support other market 
opportunities...A missed schedule will cost financial incentive. The fee will be adjusted.” 
 
 
If the engineer felt that not extending the life of the system would cause the organization 
to miss out on a market opportunity or impact the economic state of the organization, 
reengineering was recommended to address these problems.  The literature did not give examples 
of how reverse engineering could affect these factors so they were not taken into account in the 
model, forming another division that may have served to differentiate between the two methods.  
Literature must be expanded to address not only this area, but also others where no 
documentation was found describing whether reverse engineering would be recommended to 
help an organization dealing a legacy system possessing these characteristics.  Without the 
literature supporting these conclusions, the model will be generating assumptions based on 
limited information. 
Design recovery was another method used by the engineers and validated by the model as 
an appropriate form of life extension.  The key characteristics that seemed to separate design 
recovery from the other information gathering techniques recommended by the model, 
reengineering and reverse engineering, included deciding if the organization was part of the 
organization’s core competency, if documentation was available and adequate, whether the 
system was operationally ready, and specifics related to an employee’s skill set. Although design 
recovery agrees with many traits of the other two information gathering methods that yes, it is 
important to have this characteristic if a successful design recovery is going to be performed, it 
did not have as many examples in the literature that illustrated whether or not these 
characteristics made a difference in the method chosen for life extension because many of them 
had “n/m’s” coded.  It is important to note that once again, the literature is not providing 
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sufficient examples that can adequately describe the differences between methods.  This 
deficiency in literature may explain why design recovery was lagging in support behind 
reengineering and reverse engineering.  The literature listed the characteristics of a system that 
underwent design recovery, but did not offer enough explanation to say if design recovery was 
appropriate for the system because of those specific characteristics.  Literature must be expanded 
to offer explicit examples illustrating the exact traits that make a system a candidate for a 
particular method of life extension.    
Design recovery seemed to be useful for a system whether or not it was part of an 
organization’s core competency, unlike reverse engineering which recommends its use if the 
system is the center of the organization, perhaps to ensure many changes are not incurred during 
the redesign as design recovery encourages.  Design recovery also does not encourage having a 
duplicate system available for disassembly nor does it require a system to be functioning and 
operational as reverse engineering and reengineering do.  This may be because design recovery 
focuses on obtaining a high level understanding of the system and just getting the gist of how 
and why a system works instead of focusing on technical details that may be easier to see in a 
operational system (Holtzblatt, et al., 1997).  Because there was a mock system available, it 
might have pushed the table to support reengineering and reverse engineering more. 
 
“We have here…what we call our mock up area.  We have a missile over there, it’s a full 
time missile and mechanically accurate.  So um…its not functional, some of the packages 
may be made of wood…[but] they can run tests on those missiles.” 
 
The original designers being available for consultation was another factor that 
strengthened the decision to use design recovery, but was not mentioned when researching 
reengineering or reverse engineering.  This may explain why all the interviewees seemed to be 
using this method as they talked to past employees, hired past employees on as consultants to 
explain the system, and looked at other non-traditional methods not included in the reengineering 
methodology to increase their understanding of the system.  Some examples of this would 
include: 
 
“We’ve asked some of the guys [why something was done the way it was] and they 
say…well the previous system had it…A lot of things [designing system] …were done 
on intuition…they were done in smoky meetings.” 
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“I go back and talk to some of the original designers and find out why they did the things 
they did because most of the time there are reasons for it…and knowledge transfer is 
important.” 
 
Reengineering, reverse engineering, and design recovery seem logical choices to choose 
when looking at how to best extend the life of the legacy missile system. Because the system was 
still functioning as needed and had been designed extremely well to maintain its operational 
readiness well past its service date, many felt there was no need to contemplate building a new 
system (Littlejohn, et al., 2000).  As noted by one interview subject: 
 
“I think they did not want to go through the development expense of a new system.  And 
the current system meets expected performance needs into the future…There’s not much 
need to make a new one [missile system], we still have to see what the place is for 
…weapons… in an era where there isn’t a large monolithic threat.  So from [that 
standpoint] it’s hard to sell the additional money to [organization] so they had to come up 
with an affordable approach…” 
 
This statement contradicts one of the main findings consistently supported by the model 
but not by the engineers interviewed. The model suggests building a new system as one of the 
methods recommended for extending the life of the missile system. However, no one interviewed 
recommended this method as a way to deal with life cycle extension.  All interviewed stated that 
the system was being redesigned and not rebuilt because of financial constraints and/or because 
of the excellent condition of the system:  
 
“It’s a really reliable system…and we have an adequate budget [to cover redesign].” 
 
“The system is very reliable in terms of the amount of launches they’ve had…I don’t 
think that there were a lot of design deficiencies…” 
 
“I don’t believe anything has ever been so bad that they’ve taken the system and really 
needed to rebuild it.  Life extension was performed for reliability…” 
 
 The model concluding that building a new system is a viable option for life extension 
means the model is designed to assume that if you have enough money to redesign the system, 
then it is also possible to rebuild the system.  This clearly indicates a gap in the literature that 
needs to be addressed.  As with the other redesign techniques; reengineering, reverse 
engineering, and design recovery; the literature has not completely described what traits a system 
should have to be rebuilt.  The differences between redesigning and building a completely new 
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system need to be expanded so that the model can clearly decide when each method is preferred 
over the other.   The financial states of various organizations need to be researched to further 
clarify when it is appropriate to rebuild a system. The budget constrictions and resources 
associated with an organization should be studied and documented in literature so that specific 
guidelines can be published that confirm when a redesign technique should be used over a 
rebuilding technique.  It seems that literature agrees with the engineers interviewed that building 
a new system is only feasible when there is enough money to do so, but literature never defines 
what ‘enough’ is as industry has.   
The literature also needs to be expanded to offer better definitions of the two life 
extension techniques, redesigning and rebuilding, as it did not adequately describe the 
differences between the two types of methods.  One issue is that the literature did not 
differentiate between redesign and rebuilding the same way the interview subjects did. The 
engineers may have thought redesign meant performing reverse engineering and design recovery 
acts to enhance the current system, while receiving enough financial support to be able to add 
new or reengineered parts when necessary. The literature specified redesign as being a function 
performed to create a new system that builds on the system already established (Young and 
Houston, 1999).  Literature’s definition of creating a new system seems to match more closely 
with industry’s practice of rebuilding, which creates a new system using ideas from an already 
established system.  Industry engineers’ definition of rebuilding and redesign may need to be 
clarified and added to current research so that the model can be tailored to their needs and not 
designed using insufficient information.   
Another factor that may have contributed to the model suggesting building a new missile 
system as a method for life extension is that literature supports building a new system if 
documentation is available, whether it is adequate or not.  Based on literature and expert opinion, 
the model developers were expecting documentation to be a source of contention for the legacy 
system organization and not readily available. However, many of the interviewees classified their 
documents as well maintained and easy to find.  This surprising result highlights one of the many 
gaps between academic studies and industry practice.   Literature has explained it is much easier 
to build a system that has notes, definitions, and schematics associated with it than for one 
without.  The model reflected this and suggests reengineering or reverse engineering a system 
with inadequate documentation or no documentation at all.   Many interviewed felt their 
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documentation was adequate for their needs, supporting the recommendation by the model to 
build a new system: 
 
“In terms of documentation on how to build a …missile, how to test a missile and all that 
kind of stuff we have…a very rigorous system here that has to do with configuration 
management.  It[documentation] is complete.” 
 
“Actually our documentation is pretty good…yeah [its complete]…I can find stuff pretty 
easily.” 
 
The engineers stated their documentation was well maintained and not difficult to locate, 
supporting the suggestion made by the life extension model to build a new system.  However, 
they did not share this sentiment.  None of the engineers interviewed expressed support for 
building a new missile system.  This illustrates a gap between literature and industry practice.  
One reason this gap may have become apparent after the evaluation of the model was because of 
recent changes made within the particular organization.  The organization has made strides to 
preserve documentation and develop an official tracking system so that documents associated 
with legacy systems are easier to find; helping the engineers with the redesign and modification 
processes in various life extension techniques.  Because the engineers felt documentation was 
readily available, they give evidence that these changes, being made to address the issue of 
trying to extend the lives of systems with little documentation, are having an affect.  Literature 
may need to be updated to reflect these strides; and the idea that organizations are keeping 
literature around to aid in redevelopment techniques as well as rebuilding. 
The literature also concluded that even if documentation was inadequate, it was still 
available and that any documentation can be used to rebuild a system.  Everyone interviewed 
agreed they had some form of documentation available, whether it was complete or not, 
supporting the build a new system method:   
 
“In most cases the documentation exists, its just not easy to find it…its complete in itself 
but then references to prior works and then you have to find prior works…and then in 
terms of completeness there are questions we have as we move forward that they [former 
designers] didn’t put in their documentation because it was obvious to them.” 
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Because building a new system is recommended anytime documentation is available, 
whether it is complete or not, more delineations between types of documentation may need to be 
made.  Documentation may need to be defined in a holistic and multi-dimensional form to 
include not only schematics and specifications, but also notes taken during meetings and design 
reviews.  The life extension model may need to be more encompassing and include all formal 
and non-formal evidence of a system’s design in its definition of documentation.  Although the 
model did divide documentation into different types such as requirements, design plans, 
configuration, and performance specifications, many interviewed did not differentiate between 
them and may have been including some of the non-formal documents the model did not take 
into account.  For instance, engineers might have been more likely to talk about design plans 
instead of requirements documentation.  Many interviewed ignored the delineations and spoke 
about documentation in general. This meant that all categories of documentation were filled in 
with the same results so that one would not be dominate over the other, especially since no one 
singled out a particular type of documentation that was more complete than the other. To help 
achieve more accurate results, it might be wise to make sure those interviewed specified which 
documents they worked with in particular.   
The next method that surfaced in the evaluation of the interviews was functional 
discovery.  This method, developed by Mahaffey, only had one published article to draw input 
from on what would affect the different characteristics.  It was surprising that a method so 
recently developed, in 2000, would be validated by the model (Mahaffey, et. al, 2000).  This may 
have been because the method stresses the importance of current employees learning about and 
increasing their knowledge of how the system is designed.  The life extension model reflects the 
fact that in order for functional discovery to be effective, it is not necessary for current engineers 
to know much about the past history of the legacy system or be trained on how to maintain it.  
They will uncover the physical architecture and other nuances of the system through system 
engineering techniques that do not require previous knowledge of the system, although it is 
certainly helpful.  Also, according to the model functional discovery is useful for systems that do 
not have adequate, available documentation. Certain interviews may have highlighted these 
traits, causing functional discovery to be validated by the model as an appropriate method for the 
life extension of the missile.  For instance, one interviewee pointed out how he felt about the 
documentation of the system.  Because he did not share the views of the rest of the interviewees 
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that documentation was complete and easily available, the interviewee supported the use of 
functional discovery in the life extension process as it is recommended to glean knowledge about 
a system with no available or adequate documentation: 
 
“There have been some people that have worked at the [company] in the past…they have 
been bought back as consultants.  So in my opinion, no, the system was not documented 
fully…I think the new guys…they are doing a lot of knowledge capture.” 
 
“Documentation is not easily available, we were spending a significant amount of effort 
to find the old documentation and to track down…because you gotta pull it up, you find 
the references and you gotta go pull the references and then you gotta go pull those 
references and as time moves on, people instead of storing it in their file cabinets, they’ve 
been told to throw away or compress and they throw away documentation, so in most 
cases documentation exists, its just not easy to find. 
 
The interviewees but not the model supported the method of using spare parts.  This may 
have been because the model supported using spare parts when operational costs associated with 
the legacy system, such as scheduled and unscheduled maintenance were excessive.  However, 
none of the interview subjects thought operational costs were excessive: 
 
“…our business model doesn’t have what we consider to be excessive [maintenance] 
costs…there are ways we could have gone into a program that was excessive, but we are 
try[ing] not to do that now…the major cost hitter is labor cost.  It was an issue when it 
was designed where labor was cheap and hardware was expensive.  We’re moving into a 
domain where labor is expensive and hardware is cheap.”  
 
Other interviewees offered this opinion when asked if maintenance costs were considered 
excessive: 
 
“No, no, that true [maintenance cost are not expensive].  It doesn’t drive them [life 
extension of missile system]…this is a unique program and its been argued is any cost 
really extensive on this program if its kept you out of nuclear war for 50 years and its 
worked …times?” 
 
“Yeah, we’ve spent a lot of money …Did we spend more than we’ve spent before on 
previous programs?  Probably the answer is no…I didn’t think it was excessive…” 
 
Literature seemed to approve using spare parts as a way to control these maintenance 
costs but not necessarily to extend the life of a system.  If a system has to undergo constant 
maintenance, the model suggests using the spare parts method as a way to deal with faulty 
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components that are becoming a financial drain or that no longer have replacements available.  
Parts availability was a key issue that many interviewed touched on.  Literature stresses that as 
systems age, parts must be available to replace aging components and maintain reliability 
(Prescott, 1995) (Solomon, et al., 2000).  One interviewee indicated that a major task of the life 
extension process was finding or redesigning parts to replace those that were no longer being 
manufactured or were not available, supporting this conclusion: 
 
“…a main factor [for redesign] is parts obsolescence A lot of electronic components are 
obsolete, you can’t buy them anymore…the supplier went out of business and all the 
foundry information is gone so we have to redesign.” 
 
The model also suggests using spare parts to treat systems that have parts stored 
expensively.  It makes sense to reduce the inventory of parts that are kept in storage, in turn 
reducing the cost incurred by the business.  However, because many did not feel the cost of 
storing parts was a concern or did not know much about that aspect of the system, their responses 
may have negated that characteristic:   
 
“I am actually going to do a trade study with that later, we’re trying to find the cost of 
qualifying those parts versus the storage of them versus a common parts list.” 
 
“We haven’t decided yet…we just started opening that.  My repair versus replace strategy 
or approach…it really comes down to technology.  If reliability is suspect then you build 
excess…our lot runs are so small that there may not be a big difference between buying 
100 versus 10000 parts…if it turns out that it is the same money to buy 10000 parts 
versus 100 or maybe even 1% more, we may buy it and use up storage space somewhere.  
[The cost] will be minimal.” 
 
These statements seemed odd considering interview subjects had already confirmed they 
were currently or planning on using parts replacement to address extending the life of the legacy 
system.  Perhaps the model may have needed different questions added to explore the issue of 
spare parts, for instance exploring the difference between components off the shelf (COTS) and 
parts redesigned by the life extension team.  Also, different people may have interpreted the 
definition of parts differently.  For instance, some discussed packages, groups of parts that were 
designed together to replace a component of the legacy system, while others differentiated 
between individual parts specifically: 
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“Now whether that will be parts in storage or they’ll keep packages in storage as far as a 
complete set of parts …” 
 
“These parts aren’t very big, until we build up the packets they store very small.  We’re 
talking resistors, capacitors, little integrated circuits.” 
 
“We do a series of testing which happens to be destructive so we go through and analyze 
parts to watch for aging and as you do the destructive testing you use up assets and you 
have to replace the assets…and we can’t buy the old parts so you have to build new ones 
and design a system that accommodates new hardware and parts…” 
   
These statements illustrate how differently the engineers define parts and whether they 
include parts with packages or not.  The model should specify between using COTS as spare 
parts or packaged redesigned parts as ways to replace components. 
The final method discussed is one that the model validated but that the engineers did not 
suggest as a way to extend the life of the system was maintenance.  This method was one that 
some did not touch and regulated as something another team or organization was responsible for.   
 
“I don’t know anything about the maintenance practices…I do know they do have 
maintenance documents that are…the maintenance is done aboard the sub.  What that is I 
don’t know?  I am not aware of any problems [maintenance] to that affect…Now we do a 
project…this is purely speculation…Let’s say a package is pulled for maintenance…we 
will do a teardown so to speak…to look for effects of aging maybe.  I guess what I’m 
getting at is if there was an issue with maintenance degrading the performance of 
packages I think it would probably surface.” 
 
 This attitude towards maintenance may have been because of the high level of reliability 
required for the missile (8 sigma) (Dilts, 2004).  The missile should always be up to par as far as 
maintenance goes so that it is always functional and ready to perform without error.  Admitting 
maintenance is needed to extend the life of the system is admitting maintenance has not been 
carried out as the system was aging, suggesting a decreased level of performance.  This may lend 
credence to the observation that perhaps, at least as far as the missile system or any other highly 
reliable system is concerned, maintenance is more a preventative form of life extension and used 
to keep a system operationally ready, not necessarily to help it run after someone has made the 
decision to extend its life.  This method may need to be explored more in depth in later studies as 
it may be useful for systems that have not gotten too close to the line of obsolescence.  The 
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differences between preventative maintenance and maintenance after a system has been slated 
for life extension should be explored. 
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Conclusions About Model 
• Model can be used to suggest methods for life extension of system 
- Useful for validating methods heavily supported in literature 
• Model may need more specific questions to weed out system characteristics 
- May need to include industry knowledge 
• Model may not be complete 
- May need to include additional life extension methods 
- May need to include additional system characteristics 
• Model had characteristics that had no effect on outcome 
- Some characteristics may need to be omitted 
- Characteristics may need additional research 
CHAPTER VI 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND OPPORTUNITY FOR FURTHER STUDY 
 
This section reiterates the findings and results from the study.  It also lists the conclusions 
that are made about the life extension model, the literature associated with the model, and areas 
where further research might be needed.   
 
Conclusions About The Model 
This study has important implications for both academia and practitioners.  For academia, 
this study provided a new model that linked system characteristics to the method of life 
extension.  For industry practitioners, it provides a model to help them decide on a method of life 
extension to use in their particular case.  A model of this sort has never been published before 
and should be helpful to any organization that is considering extending the life of any system. It 
gives a wide range of options for the practitioners to use in their decision making process.  
Below is a summary of the main conclusions made about the model.   
 
Table 6.  Summary of Conclusions About Model  
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Conclusions About Model 
• Model can be used to suggest methods for life extension of system 
- Useful for validating methods heavily supported in literature 
• Model may need more specific questions to weed out system characteristics 
- May need to include industry knowledge 
• Model may not be complete 
- May need to include additional life extension methods 
- May need to include additional system characteristics 
• Model had characteristics that had no effect on outcome 
- Some characteristics may need to be omitted 
- Characteristics may need additional research 
Examples Supporting Model Conclusions 
• Model suggested r engineering and reverse engineering as methods to use for life extension 
- These m thods are heavily supported in literature a d by engineers interviewed 
• Model used gene al questions such a  “Do you feel poor design contributes to excessive 
cost” to describe system  
 Industry kn wledge could have been us d to develop better scales and descriptors to 
specify system characteristics  
• Model showed inc mpleteness because reengineeri g, reverse engineering, and design 
recovery ll agreed that if system degradation was caused by constant maintenance, they 
were the appropriate life extension methods 
- Model needed more characteristics to distinguish between methods  
• Model did not care what t pe of organization (homogeneous, matrix, functional) the legacy 
system belonged to 
-   This characteristics may have needed to be omitted because it made no difference 
in life extension method decision, proving the model is not perfect 
Table 7.  Specific Examples of Model Conclusions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first conclusion that can be made about the research is that it supports the proposition 
that the model can be used to suggest methods for the life extension of a system based on the 
characteristics associated with that particular system. However, the model is just a start.  The 
model appears to do extremely well when validating methods that are highly supported in 
literature.  The engineers interviewed expressed that they were using reengineering, reverse 
engineering, and design recovery techniques to extend the life of the legacy system, all validated 
by the model as appropriate methods to be used for the life extension of the missile system.  
These methods may have been strongly supported by the model because of the amount of 
information available about them.  There was extensive knowledge and examples contained in 
the literature review about reengineering, reverse engineering, and design recovery; especially in 
comparison to other methods such as wrapping and outsourcing. The amount of information 
about these life extension techniques created a model that was able to support or not support 
many of the characteristics associated with these methods.  The other methods, such as the 
wrapping technique, had only five articles dedicated to it.  This meant that many of the 
characteristics describing the legacy system might not have been mentioned in the articles, 
creating a model where these underrepresented methods had no characteristics supporting or not 
supporting them.  Methods that had too many “not mentioned” may not have had enough 
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characteristics left to make them a “threat” against the other methods highly supported in 
literature.  For example, the wrapping method had over 50 characteristics that were not supported 
by any literature while design recovery had approximately 30 that were not supported.  So there 
was more of a chance design recovery would have some characteristics supported by the model 
than wrapping would.  This would also be true for the following methods: ignoring the problem, 
maintenance, migration, and outsourcing. 
The second conclusion is the model may have needed more specific questions designed 
to weed out the characteristics of the legacy system better.  Because the model was designed to 
be general, and applicable to any system, questions about cost and time specifics were labeled 
with qualifiers such as excessive, for example “Do you feel poor design cost contributes to 
excessive operational costs?”  Perhaps a scale could have been used to better determine on what 
cost level maintenance affected the operational costs.  The cost scale would have defined if 
maintenance were expensive, very expensive, moderately expensive, or not expensive at all.  
This might have allowed the engineers to better pinpoint how they felt about a particular 
question and answer them with certainty instead of trying to define what constitutes excessive 
and is that how the costs associated with the program should be defined.   
This may also have been why the model did not support the engineers’ expression of 
using spare parts to address legacy system issues; the questions were not specific enough.  The 
questions concerning spare parts needed to be formed differently to take into account different 
characteristics for different parts.  The model should have differentiated between engineers using 
COTS or redesigned parts for parts replacement.  After conducting the interviews it was much 
easier to see where questions needed to be clarified or rephrased to gather the correct information 
about a characteristic.  Although these characteristics may have not been supported by literature, 
for example, literature never indicates if it is better to use redesigned parts or COTS for parts 
replacement, it might allow the model users to see better the characteristics associated with the 
system and aid in making their own decision.  The model may have to take into account industry 
experience and definitions to be complete. 
The third conclusion is that the model may not be complete enough.  This might explain 
why methods such as reengineering, reverse engineering, and design recovery seemed to receive 
equal support as life extension methods.  After conducting the interviews, one could conclude the 
literature did not adequately describe how and when methods should be applied, nor sufficiently 
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describe many of the characteristics associated with legacy systems.  Literature must be 
expanded to completely document the steps taken toward extending the life of a system and 
recording the nuances of different types of legacy systems.  The interview results supported the 
conclusion that there was not extensive information contained in literature about all the methods; 
so many of them reach the same conclusion if a certain characteristic was satisfied.  For example, 
reengineering, reverse engineering, and design recovery all agree that if system degradation is 
caused by constant maintenance, they are the appropriate methods to use to extend the life of the 
system.  Because there was little information available about system degradation caused by aging 
factors, but many interviewed spoke about this characteristic, this trait could have served as a 
way to differentiate between reengineering, reverse engineering, and design recovery being the 
most appropriate method.   
Also, because only one system was evaluated, it is possible additional characteristics or 
methods may have been missed. Looking at a software based system instead of a hardware based 
one might have illustrated different characteristics that need to be included with the model that 
the literature review or expert opinion may have not mentioned.  Also, methods that may have 
been proprietary to different companies or are unofficial and not formally discussed in literature 
may have been discovered if more than one system was evaluated.   
The fourth conclusion is that there were characteristics that did not seem to have any 
effect on the decision made by the model.  For instance, the model did not care what type of 
organization the legacy system belonged to as evident by the ‘n/m’ coding in the corresponding 
type of organization-method boxes.  It would have made no difference if the aerospace 
organization had been heterogeneous or a matrix type company.  Characteristics associated with 
regulatory changes, such as shifting environmental issues that the new system needed to address, 
did not seem to have any affect on the outcome of the model.  These characteristics need to be 
researched more or dropped from the model to improve its efficiency.  Perhaps organizations can 
further answer how important regulatory changes are or how important their business structure is 
when looking at how to extend the life of a system.   
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Conclusions About Literature 
• Literature is not complete 
- Gaps in literature 
- Characteristics and methods not adequately described 
• Literature does not define different types of legacy systems 
- Not enough examples describing non-software based legacy systems 
- Limits characteristics included in model 
• Literature does not adequately describe when and how methods should be applied 
- No explicit examples of when one method is preferred over another 
- No explicit examples of how methods applied
Conclusions About The Literature 
This study also has important implications for the literature describing legacy systems 
and the methods that can be used to extend the lives of these systems.  The main conclusion 
reached after conducting the literature review is that although literature associated with these 
topics is available, it is not always complete.  The literature review combined with the results of 
the research has shown that the literature does not always adequately cover its topics of 
discussion.  There are gaps in the literature that must be addressed to improve the life extension 
method model.  The following paragraphs will discuss the various areas that showcase the 
deficiency in the formal literature of legacy systems and life extension techniques.  Table 8 
summarizes the conclusions made about the literature and its deficiencies.  Table 9 provides 
examples contained in the thesis that highlight areas of literature deficiency. 
 
Table 8.  Summary of Conclusions About Literature 
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Examples Supporting Literature Deficiency Conclusions 
• Lack of observed differences between methods such as reengineering and reverse 
engineering 
- Result of not adequately describing methods 
- Result of not having enough characteristics to adequately describe systems 
• Model had many ‘not mentioned’ associated with certain ‘method/characteristic’ 
combinations such as ‘design recovery/limitations in system’ 
- Result of not enough examples in literature describing these particular combinations
• Model supported ‘Building a New System’ as a life extension method, contradicting 
engineers 
- Result of holistic approach to documentation, literature not separating different 
types of documentation 
- Financial boundaries associated with method not adequately defined in literature 
- Unclear definitions in literature associated with method 
 
Table 9.  Specific Examples of Literature Deficiency 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first area that literature could be strengthened in was describing the different types of 
legacy systems.  Literature associated with legacy systems that were not software based was 
difficult to find.  Because the model was designed to represent all types of legacy systems, it was 
imperative to research other types of legacy systems as well to create a complete list of 
characteristics describing legacy systems.  The majority of literature discovered offered 
descriptions of software systems and the characteristics associated with them, but did not discuss 
hardware-based or physical legacy systems in as much depth.  The literature did not always 
define what characteristics a legacy system would have and many times the characteristics were 
noted by researching examples of legacy systems.  If special efforts were not taken to find 
examples of non-software based legacy systems, the types of characteristics that were included in 
the model would have been limited.  For example, because the initial search on legacy systems 
was yielding only examples of legacy databases and software, researchers looked at buildings, 
automobiles, and other structures slated for renovation.  This allowed the researchers to 
incorporate characteristics that described physical degradation and aging infrastructure; traits that 
would be more appropriate for hardware based systems but not a software program.     
The next area that literature was deficient in was describing when methods should be 
applied and how.  Although literature defined methods adequately it did not say explicitly when 
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they should be used and what type of legacy systems the methods might be better suited to 
extend the lives of.  Life extension methods need to be expanded upon in literature if definite 
conclusions are to be made about which ones are more appropriate to use for a system possessing 
particular characteristics.  This was evident when evaluating the results of the model.  Because 
many of the life extension techniques were so close in terms of the support garnered for them as 
appropriate to extend the life of the missile system, it was evident there were not many 
differences between the techniques.  If design recovery had 20 positive answers supporting its 
use as a recommended life extension technique compared with 18 positive answers for reverse 
engineering, then there are very few characteristics differentiating the methods.  The methods 
should be discussed in literature in greater detail as to when they should be applied and for what 
type of legacy systems are different methods recommended for. The additional information could 
help to widen the gap between which characteristics support which methods in the model and 
strengthen the recommendation behind the different life extension techniques.  Literature needs 
to better describe when a particular method should be used to extend the life of a legacy system 
with particular characteristics and what makes the methods different from one another. 
 
Limitations And Further Study 
The studies’ findings are limited because they only represent four case studies tied to the 
same system and organization.  Even though this particular paper shows that the model was 
successful at determining the appropriate method to be used to extend the life of a system, it does 
not imply the model is flawless.  The study was limited because it only dealt with one type of 
system in one type of organization, making the study subject to the fact that it may not be 
generalizable to all cases.  Research will have to be done to make the model more complete and 
verify it as a good source of information for all types of systems. Once the model has been fully 
tested and/or extended to include an array of different situations that could arise in industry, the 
model could be very helpful in getting past the difficult decision of what method of life extension 
should be used with any legacy system in any environment. 
Further research would include creating more case studies to address the validity of the 
model.  More interviews with different organizations could be conducted to evaluate other legacy 
systems currently having their lives extended.  These additional interviews might challenge the 
results of this study and illustrate other areas of weakness in the model. The additional studies 
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could also help other researchers concentrate their efforts on certain parts of the model that need 
to be improved.  Additional case studies might show where you can add more methods and 
characteristics to the model and improve its ability to be generalized to other industries besides 
the aerospace defense company discussed.  For instance, no one interviewed expressed any 
knowledge about the retirement of the system.  Perhaps to ensure this characteristic is truly 
important when evaluating the life extension of a system, interviews with additional 
organizations need to be conducted.  Also, additional studies may point out examples of 
characteristics that may not have surfaced during the interviews but are important to other 
organizations and legacy systems when evaluating how they will extend their lives. 
Further research would also include additional literature reviews.  New data and 
information comes out periodically about life extension of legacy systems.  As the subject 
increases in popularity, especially as more organizations become interested in how deal with 
their aging systems and shrinking budgets, the new literature will reflect more in depth examples 
and studies that can be used to enhance the model.  A periodic literature review could be 
conducted to keep the model up to date with changing systems and characteristics that may 
increase in importance.  Also, additional literature reviews could help to rid the model of the 
many “not mentioned” associated with less popular methods.  This would help more 
characteristics come into focus and differentiate between the many methods if it was known if 
more of them support or do not support a particular method. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
FLOWCHARTS 
 
Model Development Flowchart 
Not-Validated Validated 
Supported in 
literature 
Not supported in 
literature 
Verify 
methods/ traits 
relationship  
List traits and 
methods by 
popularity 
Discard method/traits 
pair 
Fill in 
model cells 
with 
appropriate 
information
Rank characteristics and 
methods together 
Evaluate 'big hit' and 'little 
hit' matrix 
Start
Gather data to build model 
upon 
Data not included in 
model 
Rank traits and 
methods 
Validate 
traits/methods 
with expert 
‘Big hits’ ‘Little hits’ Candidates for omission 
Create dominant 
characteristic categories Refine 
model 
Break down categories 
Expand characteristics into 
questions 
Model created 
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APPENDIX B  
How to Use the Model Flowchart  
Low sums 
Start
Set aside life extension 
model key 
Obtain blank model with
only questions 
Conduct interviews 
Record interview 
responses in blank 
model 
Compare responses with 
answers in life extension 
model key 
Record appropriate 
answers in blank 
Sum the affirmative 
answers in each method 
column of blank model
Identify 
dominant /high 
count methods 
Ignore these methods Identify major groupings 
Group by individual 
Compare results of various individuals to 
determine overall dominant methods 
High sums
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APPENDIX C 
 
IRB DOCUMENTS 
 
 
Interview Letter 
 
Date 
 
Dear [Potential Interviewee],  
 
My name is Autumn Sellars and I am a graduate student in Management of Technology at 
Vanderbilt University.  A fellow graduate student, Ben Matthews, and I are conducting research 
under Dr. William Mahaffey in system engineering.  We are currently analyzing a model that can 
be used for life cycle extension of legacy systems.  This research project is being conducted in 
partial fulfillment of a Master’s thesis in Management of Technology. 
 
We would like to ask for a face-to-face interview at your earliest convenience.  For your 
familiarity, attached is a copy of the model that has been developed and the questions you will be 
asked.  All individual responses will be treated as confidential.  The information will not be 
reported in a way that enables others to identify the respondent or the respondent’s organization.  
Additionally, you will be provided with a copy of the results to this study.   
 
With your permission, the interview will be audio taped, as it would assist in recalling details of 
our conversation.  Please respond to this email to indicate whether or not you are willing to 
participate in this study.  Also, please respond in the email and indicate if your interview may be 
audio taped.  You do not have to respond to any of the questions asked if you do not wish to.  
You will be contacted to verify your willingness to participate in this study and to establish a 
mutually convenient time to conduct the interviews.  If you agree to have the interviews audio 
taped, the tapes will be kept no longer than two years after completion of the study, at which 
point they will be destroyed.   
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If you have any questions or comments, you can reach Autumn at autumn.sellars@vanderbilt.edu 
or 615-500-5357; you can reach Ben at b.matthews@vanderbilt.edu or 615-268-4178, or you 
may contact my academic advisor at william.r.mahaffey@vanderbilt.edu or 615-322-2964.  For 
additional information about giving consent or your rights as a participant in this study, please 
feel free to contact the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board Office at 615-322-2918 
or toll free at 866-224-8273. 
 
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance, 
 
Autumn Sellars 
Ben Matthews 
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Possible Questions Sent to IRB 
 
Following is an outline of the questions that I intend to ask derived from the model and their 
sources within the literature review: 
 
1. System Characteristics 
Describe your system? 
- Is the system hardware? 
- Is the system software? 
- Do you consider the system to be complex? 
1. Brooke, C., Ramage, M. (2001). 
Organizational Scenarios and Legacy 
Systems. International Journal of 
Information Management, 21, 365-384 
2. Rekoff, Jr., M.G. (1985). On Reverse 
Engineering. IEEE Transactions on 
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 15(2), 
244-252. 
3. Welch, L.R., Samuel, A.L., Masters, 
M.W., Harrison, R.D., Wilson, M., 
Caruso, J. (1995). Reengineering 
Computer-Based Systems for Enhanced 
Concurrency and Layering. J.  Systems 
Software, 30(1-2), 45-70. 
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2.  Maintenance 
Tell me about your maintenance 
practices? – Repairing or replacing 
anything that relates to performance 
of system 
- Is your system currently 
operational ready? 
- Do you have scheduled 
maintenance plans     you 
follow? 
- Do you service the system 
only when it is necessary? 
- Do you think maintenance 
costs are excessive based on 
previous maintenance 
budgets? 
-  Do you think constant 
maintenance is contributing to 
system degradation? 
-  Are employees available who 
have the skill set to maintain 
system? - For example you 
may have trouble finding 
people wanting to work on 
maintenance issues 
1. Adolph, W.S. (1996).  Cash cow in the tar pit: 
reengineering a legacy system, IEEE Software, 
13(3), 41-47. 
2. Bennett, K. (1995). Legacy Systems: Coping 
With Stress.  IEEE Software, 12(1), 19-23 
3. Bray, O., Hess, M.M. (1995). Reengineering a 
Configuration-Management System. IEEE 
Software, 12(1), 55-63 
4. Brooke, C., Ramage, M. (2001). Organizational 
Scenarios and Legacy Systems. International 
Journal of Information Management, 21, 365-
384 
5. Blanchard, B.  (1998). System Engineering 
Management.  John Wiley and Sons: New 
York, New York, 38-42. 
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3. Documentation 
Do you have documentation associated with 
this system?  What type? 
- Is the documentation available?  
- Is the documentation inadequate? 
-    Are the original designers available for  
 consultation that could explain    
documentation? 
1. Alderson, A., Hanifa, S. (1999). 
Viewpoints on Legacy Systems. 
Communications of the ACM, 42(3), 
115-117. 
2. Bisbal, J., Lawless, D., Bing, W., 
Grimson, J. (1999). Legacy 
information systems: issues and 
directions. IEEE Software, 16(5), 103 
– 111. 
3. Chikofsky, E.J., Cross II, J.H. (1990). 
Reverse Engineering and Design 
Recovery: A Taxonomy. IEEE 
Software, 7(1), 13-17. 
4. Rekoff, Jr., M.G. (1985). On Reverse 
Engineering. IEEE Transactions on 
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 
15(2), 244-252. 
 
 
4. Obsolescence 
Do you consider the obsolescence of your 
system to be one of the driving factors behind 
addressing legacy system issues? 
- Is your supplier no longer making parts 
for the system?   
- Is obsolescence one of the reasons you 
are inserting technology into your 
system? 
- Is obsolescence preventing you from 
adding to the functionality of the 
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system? 
- Is obsolescence preventing you from 
modifying the functionality of the 
system? 
- Will you not change the functionality of 
the system? 
- Does current design team/employees 
understand legacy system? 
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5. Cost/Benefit Analysis 
Did you perform a cost benefit analysis and 
what were your findings? 
- Is the system used as part of your 
organizations core competency? 
- Do you feel it is feasible for your 
organization to cover the cost of 
rebuilding the system? 
- Do you feel it is feasible for your 
organization to cover the cost of 
redesigning the system? 
- Do you feel customer service/support 
contributes to excessive operational cost 
based on previous budgets? 
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APPENDIX D 
 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
Introduce Ourselves 
-     Explain who will be conducting the interview while the other is taking notes. 
 
Confidentiality 
-     Everything will be kept confidential with everyone inside and outside the company. 
-     Any documents and recordings that are given to us will be destroyed within 2 years. 
-     You will be provided with a copy of the results or a short summary. 
 
Purpose of research 
- Research will analyze models that can be used for the life cycle extension of a legacy system 
- What the end product should be 
 
Explain to them why this is important and how it could be beneficial 
- Large cost of legacy systems – very expensive to maintain and can hinder organization 
performance if they are not handled correctly 
- No one has done this before – after an extensive literature review we have found that no one 
has divided the methods according to system characteristics. 
- Can help save money and improve efficiency and effort expended when addressing legacy 
systems 
- This could also illustrate whether or not you are performing the correct method to deal with 
your legacy system according to academic management and system engineering resources 
- Could help you generate new ideas of how to handle legacy systems 
- Trying to bridge the gap between academics and practical applications. 
 
Initial Questions 
- Find out the interviewee’s position 
- Find out the interviewee’s responsibilities. 
- What is their formal training? 
- How long have they been working on this project. 
 
Model Questions 
- What do you think was the major factor for why the decision was made to do this life 
extension project? 
- System description and characteristics 
Describe your system? 
-     Is the system hardware? 
-     Is the system software? 
- Do you consider the system to be complex? 
o Organizational 
o People Issues 
- Cost/Benefit Analysis 
Did you perform a cost benefit analysis and what were your findings? 
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-    Is the system used as part of your organizations core competency? 
-    Do you feel it is feasible for your organization to cover the cost of rebuilding 
the system? 
-    Do you feel it is feasible for your organization to cover the cost of redesigning 
the system? 
-    Do you feel customer service/support contributes to excessive operational cost 
based on previous budgets? 
-      Maintenance / Changes 
Tell me about your maintenance practices? – Repairing or replacing anything that 
relates to performance of system 
- Is your system currently operational ready? 
- Do you have scheduled maintenance plans     you follow? 
- Do you service the system only when it is necessary? 
- Do you think maintenance costs are excessive based on previous maintenance 
budgets? 
-  Do you think constant maintenance is contributing to system degradation? 
                    -    Are employees available who have the skill set to maintain system? - For   
   example you may have trouble finding people wanting to work on      
maintenance issues 
 
- Obsolescence 
Do you consider the obsolescence of your system to be one of the driving factors 
behind addressing legacy system issues? 
- Is your supplier no longer making parts for the system?   
- Is obsolescence one of the reasons you are inserting technology into your 
system? 
- Is obsolescence preventing you from adding to the functionality of the system? 
- Is obsolescence preventing you from modifying the functionality of the system? 
- Will you not change the functionality of the system? 
-     Does current design team/employees understand legacy system 
- Documentation 
Do you have documentation associated with this system?  What type? 
- Is the documentation available?  
- Is the documentation inadequate? 
-    Are the original designers available for consultation that could explain    
documentation? 
- Time / Schedule 
 
Conclusions 
- Get contact info 
- Thank them and tell them we may be contacting them for additional information. 
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APPENDIX E 
 
MODELS  
Please double click to view spreadsheets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of Model  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview One Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview Two Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview Three Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview Four Results 
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